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ABSTRACT 
A southern sky HI survey , made using the CSIRO 18-m reflector at 
Parkes has been combined with the Hat Creek HI survey of Heiles and Habing 
(1974 ) to give complete sky coverage for the neutral hydrogen distribution 
outside lbl < 10° for the velocity range - 92 to +75 km s- 1 . 
These observations , together with results from Ha emission , radio 
continuum emission , optical and radio polarization , optical interstellar 
absorption and X-ray emission have been used to investigate the structure 
of the local spiral arm within a 500 pcs radius of the Sun . The main 
result of this investigation has been that the interstellar medium consists 
largely of expanding HI bubbles of a variety of dime nsions . Six of these 
bubbles are found within 500 pcs of the Sun which have radii between - 13 
-1 
and· - 160 pcs and expansion velocities in the range 3 ~ V ~ 60 km s . 
This phenomenon is not unique to the l ocal spiral arm , numerous other 
bubbles are apparent elsewhere in the · Galaxy , in the Magellanic Clouds and 
in other galaxies . These bubbles are thought to have been produced by 
either stellar winds from early type stars or supernovae , and hav e 
important implications in the dynamics and heating of the interstellar 
me dium . 
The nearest HI bubble in the solar n eighbourhood is centred in the 
Scorpio-Centaurus association of B stars and consists of two interacting 
-1 - 1 
shells , one expanding at 3 km s and the other at 60 km s The low 
ve locity s h - 11 contains - 106 M of hydrog e n and is tho ught to have b ee n 
0 
produced by mass-loss from the stars of the association (Weaver 1977). 
The lower d e nsity sections of this bubble are thought to have been 
ace l erated into the intermediate velocity rang e by a subsequent shock 
front and are now observed as an intermediate velocity shell . It is 
suggested that the origin of this second shock front is the supernova 
which caused radio continuum Loop I. This interpretation is also shown 
to be consistent with results from X-ray emission , radio and optical 
polarization and lack of optical emission . 
No similar picture emerges for Loops II and III. No de finite HI 
corre lation has been found for Loop II and the apparent correlation of 
low and intermediate velocity HI with Loop III does not suggest a 
systematic e xpansion . 
The large scale distribution of inte rmediate velocity gas is 
governed primarily by qalactic rotation. Anomalous regions of intermediate 
velocity HI are thought to be sections of local expanding or collapsing 
HI bubbles . 
I 
I 
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CHAPTER 1 
I NTRO DU CTION 
The 21-cm line of neutral hydrogen has long been recognised as an 
invaluable tool for probing the dynamical structure of galaxies, our own 
in particular . Since it ' s experimental verification in 1951 (Ewen and 
Purcell 1951; Muller and Oort 1951) , following Van de Hulst ' s prediction 
in 1944 numerous surveys of neutral hydrogen (HI) emission have been 
made in an attempt to derive dynamical models for the Galactic gas . 
The results of the ear l y large scale surveys of the low velocity 
-1 (V ~ 20 km s ) or local gas (Christiansen and Hindman 1952; Heeschen and 
Lilley 1954 ; Erickson and Helfer 1960 ; Davies 1960; McGee and Murray 1961; 
McGee e t al . 1963) suggested that the local distribution of neutral 
hydrogen was substantially stratified with l atitude with a number of 
embedded concentrations in the form of HI spurs . The most prominent of 
these were located in the Scorpio-Ophiuchus (t ce o0 ) , Sextans (£ :e 250°) 
and Taurus-Orion (t ce 200° ) regions . Heeschen and Lilley (1954) and 
Davies (1960) noted the excess of neutra l hydrogen in the position of the 
local system of early type stars and dust which is commonly known as 
Gould ' s Belt. This belt reaches maximum height above and below the plane 
in the Scorpio-Centaurus and Taurus-Orion regions respectively , coinciding 
with the HI spurs mentioned above. 
~t that time a number of surveys of radio-continuum emission 
(Baldwin 1955; Droge and Priester 1956; Blythe 1957; Westerhout 1958; 
Mills 1959 ; Hanbury-Brown e t al . 1960; Large et al . 1962 ; Mathewson et al . 
1962 ; Turtle and Baldwin 1962 ) had been made which revealed the existence 
of several continuum spurs , the most notable of which , now known as the 
i 
I 
2 
North Polar Spur, emerged pe r pendicular to the galactic plane at t ~ 30°, 
continued up through the polar regions and curved back down to b ~ 50° 
at t ~ 285°. 
On comparison of these early HI results with the radio-continuum 
emission there was no compelling evidence to suggest that the neutral 
hydrogen and continuum spurs were related,although the Scorpio-Ophiuchus 
HI ridg e lay quite close to the lower latitude (10° ~ b ~ 50°) section 
0 
of the North Polar Spur at t ~ 30. 
It has since been shown (Quigley and Haslam 1965) that the four 
most prominent spurs in continuum emission, now referred to as Loops I 
to IV, centred approximately at t = 329° b = 17.5°, t = 100° b 
0 
= -32.5, 
t = 124° b = 15.5°, and t = 315° b = 48.5° respectively,as shown in 
Figure 1.1 (Berkhuij sen et al. 1971), follow arcs of small circles 
projected on the sky. This has l ed to the general belief that these Loops 
are old supernova remnants at relatively smal l distances from the Sun 
(-30 pc) in agreement with a theory proposed earlier by Hanbury-Brown et 
al. (1960). It was of interest therefore to establish whether any local 
HI features were associated with these Loops as might be expected in a 
supernova interpretation. 
Berkhuijsen et al . (1971) have shown, using the results of McGee 
t 7 ( b 30° by e a~. 1963), Tolbert (1971), a closely spaced scan along = 
Grahl et al . (1968) and unpubli shed work by Van Kuilenberg, that the 
column d e nsity of the low velocity gas is highest on the outside gradient 
of Loop I. They also suggest an association of the North Polar Spur with 
a 40 km S - l . 3 ° b hl t 7 compone nt found in the b = 0 scan y Gra e a~ . and, in 
the region of the north galactic pole , which was surveyed by Dieter 
(1964), they suggest a possible correlation of both low and interme diate 
-1 (in this case 20 ~Iv!~ 55 km s ) velocity HI with Loop I. No association 
was found for Loop II and in the case of Loop III they note a depletion 
FIGURE 1.1 
Aitoff projection showing the positions of (a) radio 
continuum Loops I to IV, (b) expanding HI shells (Seo OB2, 
Sco-Cen, Per OB2 and Heiles' shell), and (c) Gould's Belt. 
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4 
of the HI above b = 45° which is about the maximum latitude reached by 
Loop III. Heiles (1967) made a high resolution HI survey of the region 
0 0 0 ~ 17 , 100 ~ i ~ 140 within Loop III and found that the hydrogen 
in that area could be understood in terms of two thin sheets moving rela-
-1 
tive to each other at 15 km s ; one of his interpretations was that the 
sheets were the front and back faces of an expanding shell. 
Fejes and Wesselius (1973), in an extensive examination of the low 
velocity gas, based on the results of the coarse-grid Groningen High 
Latitude Survey (Tolbert 1971) and the HI survey of McGee et al . (1963) 
presented the temperature distribution of the low velocity gas for 
the whole sky (Fig. 1.2) and they, like earlier authors, found no evidence 
for a general association between the neutral hydrogen features and the 
continuum loops except in the region of the North Polar Spur where the HI 
spur at i ~ 30°, 10 ~ b ~ 50° extended some 40° along the edge of Loop I. 
They also suggest that the low velocity filament near i = 284°, b = -26° 
(McGee and Murray 1961) might be a southern hemisphere extension of 
Loop I. 
It was not until an extensive fully sampled HI survey of the sky 
-1 
visible from Hat Creek covering the velocity range -92 to +75 km s was 
made by Heiles and Habing (1974) that sufficient data was available to 
study this problem in detail. Heiles and Jenkins (1976), in a dramatic new 
presentation of HI data in the form of photographs of the neutral hydrogen 
column density in selected velocity intervals for the region outside 
b < 10°, dee~ -30°, confirmed the existence of the HI spurs previously 
detected in the northern hemisphere and also showed just how complex the 
distribution of the low velocity gas really is, placing severe restric-
tions on the conventional idea that the gas was substantially stratified 
with latitude. This can be clearly seen in Figure 1.3 which is a 
FIGURE 1.2 
The peak-brightness temperature distribution of the low 
-1 
velocity (-21 < V < +15 km s ) gas based on the results of 
the HI surveys of Tolbert (1971) and McGee et al. (1963) from 
Fejes and Wesselius (1973). The left key applies to the 
Australian data; the right to the Dwingeloo data. 
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FIGURE 1.3 
Map of HI column density for the low (lvl ~ 20 km s- 1 ) 
velocity gas outside JbJ ~ 10°, o < -30° from Heiles and 
Jenkins (1976 ). 

reproduction of the hydrogen column density map of Heiles and Jenkins 
(1976) for the velocity range -20 to +20 km s-l 
7 
On comparison of these new maps with the 820 MHz survey of 
Berkhuijsen (1971), Heiles and Jenkins show that in the region of the 
North Polar Spur the low velocity HI and the radio structures "are both 
elongated and aligned in roughly parallel directions, with the HI lying 
at higher longitudes than the radio-continuum" , the association being 
particularly good in the region£ ~ 30° , 10 ~ b ~ 60. At higher 
latitude s the angular separation between the HI and continuum emission 
increases to about 15° but the association nonetheless continues through 
the polar regions and both the HI and continuum ridges curve back down to 
b = 50° with the HI lying some 30° towards earlier longitudes . They 
question the suggestion made by Wesselius and Fejes that the southern 
hemisphe re filame nt at£= 286° , b = -26° may also be associated with 
Loop I because of th e apparent lack of associated continuum emission in 
this region. They find no evidence to s upport the suggestion of 
Berkhuijsen et al . (1971) that intermediate velocity gas is associated 
with Loop I; the shape of the intermediate velocity filaments bear little 
-1 0 
relation to the non-thermal loop and the 40 km s component near £= 30 
d ecreases s moothly with latitude, disappearing by b = 40° suggesting this 
mate rial is associated with a distant spiral arm . 
Heiles and Jenkins find no evidence of any correlation of HI with 
- 1 
Loop II but show a convincing correlation of high (V ~ 70 km s ) and 
int rmediate negativ e velocity gas with the outer edge of Loop III ; in 
both cases the HI features curve around with the edge of the non-thermal 
loop. 
On comparison of the HI results with optical polarization data 
(Mathewson and Ford 1970; Heiles and Jenkins 1970) , show very clearly the 
striking alignment of the low ve locity filaments with the direction of 
I 
8 
the local magnetic field and draw particular attention to the many fila-
ments in the region of the North Polar Spur where the polarization vectors 
are very precisely aligned with the arching HI filaments. This is clearly 
illustrated in Figure 1.4, taken from Heiles and Jenkins (1976) in which 
the optical polarization vectors of Mathewson and Ford (1970) are super-
imposed on the hydrogen column density map for the velocity range -20 to 
-1 
+20 km s . From an examination of Mathewson and Ford's (1970) plots of 
polarization for stars in different distance intervals they conclude that 
these HI features are less than 200 pc from the Sun, a result which is 
supported by interstellar Lyman-a absorption measurements in that direc-
tion (Savage and Jenkins 1972; Jenkins and Savage 1974). 
Mathewson (1968) had already shown that the radio-continuum spurs 
follow the flow patterns of the optical polarization vectors and used 
this association to suggest that the spurs were the " radio-tracers" of 
the local magnetic field , which he suggested was helical on the basis of 
extensive optical (Mathewson and Ford 1970 and others referred therein) 
and radio (Westerhout et aZ . 1962; Wielebinski et aZ. 1962; Brouw et aZ . 
1962; Berkhuijsen and Brouw 1962; Wielebinski and Shakeshaft 1964; 
Berkhuijsen et aZ. 1964; Mathewson and Milne 1965; Bingham 1966) 
polarization data. He pointed out that the direction of the magnetic 
field derived from optical polarization data was in agreement with that 
derived from the radio polarization data in support of the Davis-Greenstein 
(1951) mechanism for the alignment of interstellar grains. The optical 
polarization vectors were aligned with the North Polar Spur indicating a 
magnetic field tangential to it ' s whole length and Bingham (1967) 
suggested that this was confirmed by the radio polarization data although 
from his results it is not clear that the field is parallel for b ~ 50°. 
Spoelstra (1971) has mapped the polarization in the North Polar Spur at 
1410 MHz and his r esults indicate a magn8tic field in the Spur parallel 
FIGURE 1.4 
Complete sky distribution of starlight polarization 
(Mathewson and Ford 1970) superimposed on the map of HI column 
density for the low <Iv! ~ 20 km s- 1 ) velocity gas, from 
Heiles and Jenkins (1976). 
lum
n 
10 
for b} 50° and perpendicular for b ~ 50° . This field reve rsal he claims 
(Spoelstra 1972 ) can be explained by an expanding shell mod e l for Loop I 
but the di s parity between the field directions for b ~ so0 inferred from 
optical and radio polarization remains unexplained by any current model . 
Bingham (1967) using measur ements by Behr (1959) , and Mathewson (1968) 
noted that in the region of the North Polar Spur , the optical polariza-
tion increases rapidly for stars at distances >100 pc and suggested that 
the spur was located at a distance of 100 ± 20 pc . 
Mathewson ' s (1968) helical inte rpretation of the local magnetic 
field was at variance with the obse rved distribution of the Fraday rota-
tion measures of e xtragalactic radio sources (B e rge and Seielstad 1967; 
Gardne r and Davies 1966 ; Gardner et al . 1967) , which suggested that the 
magnetic fi e ld was longitudinal , direc ted approximately towards£= 90° 
but pointed in opposite directions on opposite sides of the galactic 
plane . To explain both the polarization and Faraday rotation results 
Math ewson and Nicholls (1968) suggested that the helical field was domin-
ant only within about 300 pcs o f the Sun , and that outside this region , 
0 
the field was longitudinal and directed towards £= 90 . This combination 
overcame the problem of the field r e v e rsal above and below the plane -
which is a natural consequence of the helical model . Gardner et al . 
(1969) , on the basis of a more complete s urvey of Faraday rotation for 
e xtragalactic sources concluded that the field was longitudinal and 
directed towards£= 80° both above and below the p lane with the excep-
ion of th region between £= 300° and£= 60° , wh ere there wa s an 
obvious d e formation in the fi e ld which th ey suggested was probably r e late d 
to the North Polar Spur . Manches ter (197 2 ) , from Faraday rotation 
r esults for 21 pulsars concluded that the fi e ld was longitudinal and 
directe d towards £= 90° and in a subsequent paper (Manchester 1974) based 
on observations of 38 pulsars he confirms this result , modifying the 
11 
d n -- 940 . field direction towar s ~ However , in his mode l , results from the 
region of Loop I , where the observ d rotation measur s were opposite in 
sign from those expected , were excluded , and it is essentially in this 
region alone that the he~ical and longitudinal models differ. 
Both the polarization and Faraday rotation results suggest there 
is a local deformity in the galactic magnetic field which may be related 
to Loop I , or more specifically to the low velocity gas thought to be 
associated with the North Polar Spur section of Loop I . 
Weaver (1977) has addressed the problem of these low velocity 
filaments and their possible relation to Loop I and he shows quite 
convincingly that both the low velocity gas and the local magnetic field 
in this region can be understood in terms of a huge interstellar bubble 
6 -1 
containing some 10 M of hydrogen which is expanding at 3 km s . He 
0 
suggests that this bubble was produced by mass-loss from the collective 
stars of the Scorpio-Centaurus association of early type stars (centred 
at £ = 330° , b = 15° at a distance of · 170 pc) in agreement with the 
prediction of Castor et aZ . (1975) that energetic stellar winds from early 
type stars can blow bubbles in the interstellar medium . In this inter-
pretation , the (longitudinal) magnetic field , initially trapped in the 
gas because of the imbalance of magnetic and hydrostatic pressure , was 
drawn out along the spherica l surface of the expanding shel l giving rise 
to the unusual distribution of the optical polarization results in this 
region . Th e radius of this bubble is somewhat ill-defined because of the 
v ery inhomog nous distribution of gas within the shell which Weaver 
suggests is about 50 pc thick . He has assigned an average outer radius 
of the order of 160 pc to the bubble , but in order to reproduce the 
0ptical polarization patterns in the region 30° ~ £ ~ 90° , - 60° ~ b ~ 10° 
(Mathewson and Ford 1970) , he suggests that at least part of the shell 
has already passed u s by . Further evidence that we are located inside 
12 
this bubble from CaII interstellar absorption line data is presented in 
Chapter 3 . The outline of the bubbl e with a radius of 160 pc is 
schematically shown in Figure 1.1. 
Weaver (1977) has also investigated the possible relationship 
between this low velocity HI shell and Loop I. He has shown that although 
there is a reasonable positional correlation in the distribution of the 
low velocity HI features and the non-thermal emission in the North Polar 
Spur section of Loop I, this correlation does not extend further around 
the non-thermal loop; the centres and angular radii of the HI and non-
thermal shells differ by 6 and 15 degrees respectively and therefore they 
do not project on one another. This is illustrated in Figure 1.5 in which 
the other edge of the non-thermal loop is superimposed on the integrated 
-1 
hydrogen colwnn density map for the velocity range -20 to +20 km s 
(Weaver 1977). Weaver concludes that the two are not causally related 
and suggests that the non-thermal loop may have been dependently produced 
by a supernova event in the Scorpio-Centaurus association. 
This correlation of an excess of neutral hydrogen with a stellar 
association is not unique to the Scorpio-Centaurus association. Dieter 
(1960) has investigated the correlation of HI with stellar associations. 
She found that in 31 of the 40 associations studied, there is an excess 
of HI with velocities similar to those of the associations. Heiles and 
Jenkins (1976 ) also noted the general tendency for the HI column density 
to be large in regions containing young stars and stellar associations , 
in particular the I Ori association at£= 205°, b = -15°, II Per at 
£ = 160°, b = -15° and the Sco-Cen association at£= 330°, b = 15°. 
As these associations all belong to Gould 's Belt (Clube 1967), they 
suggest that the HI concentrations are also located within Gould ' s Belt. 
0 0 
They note in contrast that the I Lac association at£= 100 b = -15, 
which Clube suggests is also a member of Gould ' s Belt but is 
FIGURE 1.5 
Superposition of the outer edge of Loop I (black line) 
on a map of the integrated HI column density for the low velocity 
c\v\ ~ 20 km s-1 ) gas, from Weaver (1977). 
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substantially older than those above, is not associated with an excess 
of HI . 
Heiles (1976) suggested the existence of an expanding shell of HI 
in the approximate direction of the Orion and Perseus associations. This 
shell , which is approximately 19° in angular radius , is centered in the 
direction i = 198° , b = -40°. Heiles determined the distance to the shell 
from (1) comparison of La and 21-cm column densities which placed the 
shell c loser than 540 pcs , and (2) Carr interstellar absorption line data 
which implied that the positive velocity gas was closer than 220 pc and 
the negative velocity gas was closer than 340 pc . No optical counter-
parts of either the positive or negative velocity HI gas were found in 
the spectra of stars closer than 130 pc and no counterparts of the nega-
tive velocity gas were found in the spectra of stars closer than 340 pc 
which suggested to Heiles that (1) the shell was more distant than 130 pc 
and (2) that interstellar lines are not necessarily reliable indicators 
of shell material. These observations are however consistent with a 
contracting rather than expanding shell as are the HI velocity patterns , 
which alone do not enable a distinction to be made between expansion and 
contraction . 
In either event , if the interstellar lines give true estimates of 
distance , it is unlikely that the shell is associated with either the 
Orion or Perseus association which are located 300-500 pc from the Sun . 
Heiles adopts a distance of 150 pc to the centre of the shell 
(ther by placing it in Gould ' s B lt) and considers both a mass-loss and 
supernova interpretation . The mass-loss rate required to produce the 
-5 
shell is 3.2d x 10 M /yr , where dis the distance to the centre of 
150 0 
the shell in units of 150 pcs. This is a prohibitively high mass loss 
rate for a single star unless it is a supergiant (Hutchings 1976). Heiles 
points out that the only reasonable candidate is HD 29248 , a 82 III star 
r 
_ 1 
15 
located in the direction of the centre of the shell at a distance of 340 
pc . If this star is respons i b l e for the HI shell , it should have a mass 
-5 loss rate of 7 . 2 x 10 M /yr . This severe energy requirement led Heiles 
0 
to favour a supernova interpretation wher e the required energy 
51 2 
E
0 
= 3 . 6 x 10 d 150 ergs was more acceptable . Both interpretations are 
supported by the presence of (1) Ha emission (Sivan 1974; Reynolds et 
al. 1974) , ( 2 ) diffuse soft X-ray emiss ion (Williamson et al . 1974; 
Naraman et al . 1 976 ) and (3) 0 VI absorption (Jenkins and Meloy 1974) in 
the direction of the shell. The position of this shell is also schem-
atically shown in Figure 1.1. 
Sancisi (1974) has detected expanding HI shells connected with the 
associations Per 082 and Seo 082 , which have radii of 20 pc and 13 pc 
and expansion velocities of 5 and 3 km s-l respectively . The positions 
of these shells are schematically shown in Figure 1.1. Unlike Weaver ' s 
(1 9 77) interpretation of the large HI shell associated with the Sco-Cen 
association where the she ll is produc~d as a r esult of mass loss from the 
collective stars of the asso-iation, Sancisi (1974) suggests the reverse 
generic relationship between the stars and gas : in his interpretation 
the stars in th e Per 082 and Seo OB2 associations were formed from con-
d e nsations in the d ense expanding shells which he suggests were produced 
by supernova remnants . In both these associations the stars are located 
on the outside of the expanding HI shells and although both stars and 
gas expand from a common origin , the stellar component has a higher 
expansion velocity than the HI component. The difference between the 
expansion velocities of the stars and gas for the Per 082 and Seo 082 
-1 
associations is 1 0 and 3 km s respectively . Sancisi suggests that 
~his is simply due to the fact that the HI shells will be decelerated as 
they e xpand into the interstellar medium whereas the stellar component 
will be unaffected . 
t 
r 
16 
Another possible coincidence between an expanding HI shell and a 
stellar association was reported by Katgert (1969) who found an expanding 
HI shell in the direction of th e Vulpecula I association. The estimated 
centre of the shell is at a distance 2 ~ d ~ 8 kpc in the direction 
0 0 £ = 61.5 , b = -0.3 ; the Vulpecula I association is located at a distance 
of 2 . 3 kpc (Kopylov 1958) in the direction£= 60 . 3° , b = 0.1°. 
The association of HI with the· Gould Belt system of early type 
stars was pointed out by Heeschen and Lilley (1954) and Davies (1960). 
It has since been confirmed by the results of McGee and Murray (1961), 
Fejes and Wesselius (1973 ) , Lindblad (19 6 7) , Hughes and Routledge (1972), 
Lindblad et al . (1973 ) , Heiles and Habing (1974 ) and Weaver (1974) . 
Lindblad has shown that there is a ring of gas expanding in the region of 
the galactic plane in the local neighbourhood . Hughes and Routledge 
(1972) provided additional evidence for such an expanding ring and 
Lindblad et al . (1973) suggest a model in which this ring of gas is 
0 
expanding from a point in the direction£= 150, at a distance of 14 0 pc . 
-1 
The initial expansion velocity of this ring is 3 . 6 km s and the 
expansion age is 6 x 107 years . All investigators have associated this 
expanding ring with Gould ' s Belt and with the expansion of the local 
group of early type stars disc ussed by Blaauw (1956), Bonneau (1964), 
Clube (1 967 ) , Lesh (1 968 , 1972) and Stothers and Frogel (1974) . 
In an extensive study of the kinematics of stars of type 85 and 
earlier north of declination -20° and within a distance of 600 pc , Lesh 
derived two possible solutions for the e xpansion age of Gould ' s Belt; 
when all stars were taken into account an overall expansion age of 
7 
9 x 10 years was found , and from an interpretation in which the associa-
tions constitute an expanding subset , an 7 xpansion age of 4 . 5 x 10 years 
was determined. Clube (1967 ) suggests an expansion age of 3.7 x 107 years 
: I 
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while Stothers and Frogel (1974) determine an evolutionary age for the 
system of 3.0 ~ 0.7 x 107 years from the spectral type of the broad main 
sequence turnoff near B2.5. The suggested diameters for the system are: 
1200 pc (Lesh 1968), 1000 pc (Clube 1967) and 750-1000 pc (Stothers and 
Frogel 1974). Stothers and Frogel suggest on the basis of the distribu-
tion of the OBl stars that the centre of Gould 's Belt is located at a 
distanc e of 212 ± 34 pc in the direction£= 180° ± 13°, b = -16° ± s0 • 
A schematic representation of this ring and the other HI shells within 
Gould's Belt projected onto the galactic plane is presented in Figure 1.6. 
Also shown in this figure are the positions of the six OB associations 
within 500 pcs of the sun and the open Sco-Cen cluster which is 
responsible for Weaver's (1977) low velocity bubble. The latter is 
drawn to scale, the others are not due to lack of information. The 
nwnbers in brackets beside each cluster refer to the latitude of the 
approximate centre of the associations. 
Weaver (1974) has reexamined the model of Lindblad et al. (1973) 
using the results of an intermediate latitude HI survey made by Weaver 
and Williams at Hat Creek and finds a good overall agreement with 
Lindblad's hypothesis . However , at higher latitudes (-30° ~ b ~ -20°) in 
the longitude range 90° ~ £ ~ 200°, Weaver finds large amounts of negative 
velocity gas which can not be explained by Lindblad's model in which the 
velocities of the gas are all positive due to the fact that the Sun is 
located just inside the edge of the expanding ring (see Fig. 1.6). To 
explain these negative velocities, he suggests a model in which the 
masses of gas which are known to exist at high z distances above the 
plane (s ee for example Kepner 1970) become unstable and fall back to the 
plane. Streams of decending gas from above and below the plane collide 
and form the expanding HI ring which is observed in Gould 's Belt. This 
mode l (schematically represented from Weaver (1974) in Fig. 1.7) is 
FIGURE 1.6 
Schematic representation of the positions of the 
stellar associations and expanding shells within Gould's Belt. 
The numbers in brackets give the latitude of the centres of 
the associations and the numbers 1 to 6 refer to (1) Gould's 
Belt, (2) Lindblad's (1967) expanding ring, (3) Weaver's (1977) 
Sco-Cen bubble, (4) Heiles' (1976) expanding shell, 
(5) Sancisi's (1974) expanding shells in Per OB2 and Seo OB2 
and (6) the Gum Nebula (Reynolds 1976a,b). 
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FIGURE 1.7 
Schematic representation of Weaver's (1974) model 
for Lindblad's (1967) expanding ring in Gould's 
Belt. 
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supported by the presence of negative velocity gas in the r e gion of both 
g a l actic po l es (McGee and Murray 1961 ; Dieter 1964 ; Weaver 1974) . In 
Weaver ' s interpretation , the coll ision of the downflowing gas streams 
promotes cloud formation and subseque nt g ravitational collapse to form 
stars. The se ne w born stars reflect the motion of the gas from whic h 
the y evolve d the reby explaining the common e xpansion of stars and gas 
observe d in Gou l d ' s Belt . 
The Gum Nebula may also be another interstellar bubble produce d 
by mass loss within Gould ' s Belt . Since the discovery of the Nebula 
(Gum 1955 ) the re has been considerable controversy about its origin and 
source of ionization . 
Gum (19 56 ) and Beuermann (1973 ) have suggested that it is an 
extende d H II r e gion ionized by the ultraviolet flux from s Pup, an 05 
star with an effe ctive temperature n e ar 50 , 000 °K (Conti 1973) , and y 2 
Vel , a Wolf Raye t star with an 09 c ompanion (Conti and Smith 1972). 
Br a ndt et al . (1971) and Al exander et al. (1971) have argued that the 
ultraviolet radiation from these stars is not sufficient to produce the 
ionization and s uggest that the nebula may be a highly ionized " fossil 
Stromgren sphere " which was initially heated and ionized by a supernova 
and is now in the process of cooling and recombining. Reynolds (1976a) 
has shown that the observed flux from ~ Pup and y 2 Vel seems to be 
c apable of produ c ing most of the observed ionization and he has also 
shown that most of the emitting gas in the nebula is confined to an 
e xp anding shell centre d in the approximate dire ction t = 258° , b = - 1° 
at a distanc e of 400 ± 60 pc (Brandt et al . 1971 ; Gott and Ostrike r 
1971 ). This sh 11 has a radius of about 125 pc and an expansion ve locity 
of ap roxima e ly 20 km s-l Reynolds (1976b) suggests that e ithe r a 
supernova or mass loss from s Pup produced this expanding shell . Using 
21 
the stellar wind models of Castor , Abbott and Klein (1975), Reynolds 
-5 (1976b) suggests that the mass loss rate of s Pup may be as high as 10 
M yr- 1 , if its mass is as large as 100 M (Conti and Burnichon 1975). 
0 0 
This mass loss rate , combined with the observed high stellar wind 
-1 
velocity of 2700 km s for s Pup (Morton 1976) is capable of producing 
-1 
an expanding shell with radius 125 pc and expansion velocity 25 km s if 
6 -3 
sustained for 3 x 10 years in an ambient medium of density 0.25 cm 
according to the model for interstellar bubble formation by Castor, 
McCray and Weaver (1975) . Reynolds does not definitely conclude that 
s Pup is responsible for the Gum nebula because (a) the mass loss rate for 
-5 -1 
s Pup may be less than 10 M yr (Lucy 1974) and (b) s Pup is not 
0 
centrally located ·in the Nebula . It has been suggested by Upton (1971) 
that s Pup may be a runaway member of the same group of B stars to which 
y 2 Vel belongs and which Brandt et al . (1971) suggest is an association 
within the Nebula . It may be that the combined mass loss from s Pup 
and this association produced the shell which is now ionized by the 
ultraviolet flux from s Pup and y 2 Vel. Both the supernova a nd mass loss 
models for the Gum nebula are supported by the presence of O VI absorption 
lines in that direction (Jenkins 1975) although Reynolds (1976b) suggests 
that since comparable O VI intensities are observed for nearby stars in 
other directions (Jenkins and Meloy 1974) these results cannot be taken 
as strong support for either model. This shell and its associated stars 
are also shown in Figure 1 . 6 . 
Optical rings have also been detected in other galaxies. Hayward 
(1964) finds rings with diameters ranging from 100 to 5000 pc in the 
galaxies M31 , M32, M51 , M74 and MlOl . A recent 11a s urvey of the 
Magellanic Clouds (Davies et al . 1976) has revealed the existence of 
numerous she ll nebulae in both the SMC and LMC. Davies et al . suggest 
that 46 of these objects in the LMC which have diameters ranging from 20 
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to 330 pc , are possib l e s upernova remnants . It is unlikely that all of 
these objects are supernova remnants because those with diameters less 
than 100 pc should h ave sufficient flux at 408 MHz , if they conform to 
the empirical flux-diameter relationship for supernova remnants in the 
LMC established by Mathewson and Clarke (1973), to be detected in the 
408 MHz survey of the Magellanic Clouds by Clarke et al . (1976) . About 
50% of these objects fall into this category and of these only two 
(0528- 674 and 0547-697 ) appear in the Molonglo Catalogue of Clarke et al . 
(1976). It therefore seems reasonable to suggest that these shells may 
not have been produced by supernova remnants but by mass loss from early 
type stars . This suggestion i s supported by recent observations of some 
of these ring-l ike nebulae in the LMC by Lasker (1977) which show that 
-1 
the nebulae have expans i on velocities of - 30 km s In most of these 
nebulae Lasker observed [s II] (AA67 16, 6731) lines with strengths of 
the same order as Ha . While strong [S II ] lines have traditionally been 
regarded as supernova indicators , Lasker points out that supersonic 
stellar winds could equally well be the origin of the 20- 40 km s-l shocks 
r equired to produce the strong [s II ]. 
Weaver ' s (1977) interpretation of the low velocity gas in the Seo-
Cen association in terms of an interstellar bubble can not , by itself 
explain radio-continuum Loop I. It will be shown in this thesis that 
there is another HI shell centred in the Sco- Cen association which is 
-1 
expanding at 60 km s which has the same centre and angular extent as 
Loop I implying a causal relationship between the two. As this HI shell 
is best explained in terms of a supernova it seems appropriate to briefly 
review here the problems which have traditionally been associated with 
the supernova interpretation of the Galactic Loops . 
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The idea that the continuum loops were produced by supernovae has 
never been unanimously accepted . A number of criticisms have been 
levelled at this interpretation (see for example Sofue et al . 1974) 
which include: 
(1) The probability of finding four supernovae within 400 pcs of the 
Sun . 
( 2) The lack of supernova remnants observed between the apparent 
diameters of 5° and 40° . 
(3 ) The contribution of supernovae to the g alactic continuum emission . 
(4) The lack of associated optical emission . 
(1) Berkhuijsen et a l. (1971) have shown that is probability of find-
ing four supernovae in the solar vicinity is in reasonable agreement with 
an outburst rate for the Galaxy of one event per 30 years if the age of 
the remnants is of the order of 10
6 
years . 
(2 ) Sofue et al . construct a plot · of linear diameters of observed 
supernova remnants as a function of distance from the Sun and show a 
clear lack of supernova remnaJ)tS between the apparent diameters of 5° and 
40°. Ilovaisky and Lequeux (1972) have shown the existence of an 
observational selection effect which acts against the detection of weak , 
extended remnants with linear diameters greater than 30 pc and suggest 
that because of this there may well be a missing class of supernova 
remnants . Be rkhuijsen (1973 ) has shown that the loops conform to the 
revise d e mpiri c al flux-diame t e r ([ -D) r e lations hip of Ilovaisky and 
Lequeux (197 2 ) and suggests that they belong to this missing class of 
objects. 
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(3) Milne (1970) has shown , using the r e sults for the 39 s upe rnovae 
observed within 3 kpc of the Sun , excluding the g alactic Loops, that if 
supernovae are distributed over the galactic plane with the same con-
centration as in the Solar vicinity , their total contribution to the 
galactic radio emission is about 1%. Berkhuijsen (1971) , on the other 
hand , has pointed out that if the distribution of supernovae is based on 
an estimate including the g alactic Loops then supernovae should account 
for about 60% of the non-thermal disc component at 820 MHz. 
This is in direct contradiction to the results for M51 (Mathe wson 
et al . 1972) , where the non-thermal emission is observed, not in the 
luminous arms , but along the dark lanes. Sofue et al . (1974) suggest 
that the same is true of M31 (Pooley 1969) although this is by no means 
such a clear-cut case as M51 . Pooley suggests that the emission in M31 
originates primarily in the luminous arms and is caused either by 
energetic electrons from supernovae or by enhanced magnetic field strength . 
In a r ecent review article on the radio morphology of spiral galaxies, 
Van der Kruit and Allen (1976) suggest that of the ten galaxies mapped 
with sufficient resolution (M31, M33 , M51 , M81 , MlOl , NGC 4258, NGC 4321 , 
NGC 5055 , NGC 2903 and IC 342) to delineate spiral patterns , M51 is an 
exceptional case . On ly in IC 342 is there definite evidence that the 
radio ridge is displaced toward the inner edges of the optical arms. 
In the other cases either the radio emission is too weak or the resolution 
too low to det e rmine an accurate correlation . Lequeux (1971) has shown 
that th occurrence of supernovae as a function of radius in galaxies 
resembles the radio-continuum distribution and suggests that these super-
novae are the origin of the relativistic electrons which generate the 
non-the rm 1 e mission . Heiles (private communication ) has also pointed 
out that the observed differences in the radio morphology of galaxies may 
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well depend on the ambient relativistic electron density and magne tic 
field compression . In those cases where the relativistic electrons 
injected by supernova remnants is small compared to the ambient density, 
the radio emission will be strongest in those regions where the magnetic 
field compression is highest - which corresponds to the dark lanes in M51. 
(4) The lack of associated optical emission has long been a serious 
criticism of the supernova interpretation, particularly on comparison 
with the Cygnus Loop , an established supernova remnant which has a 
comparable radio brightness to the "galactic Loops". 
The first optical correlation with any of the Loops was found by 
Meaburn (1967) who detected an arc of filamentary Ha nebulosity some 25° 
in length partially surrounding Loop II (alternatively known as the 
Cetus arc) . He pointed out that although this filament lies 20-25° 
outside the radio ridge , it nonetheless resembles the optical emission 
associated with the Cygnus Loop in structure and position relative to 
the radio ridge. It is however about 13 times fainter than the Cygnus 
Loop nebulosity and radial velocity measurements of this emission 
(Losin skaya 1967 ; Al Sabti 1970 ; Elliot 1973) are not consistent with 
an expanding shell source even though a small velocity gradient is 
apparent in Elliot ' s results . 
No filamentary nebulosity was detected in the region of the North 
Polar Spur (Meaburn 1967) . A patch of very weak diffuse emission was 
detected at i = 30° , b = 30° but there is no evidence to suggest it is 
relate d to Loop I. No value of surface brightness is given for this 
e mission but Davies et ai . (1963) give upper limits for three points on 
the spur , indicating that the optical emission , (if any) is weaker than 
that obse rve d in the Cygnus Loop by factors of 80-340. Cruddace et al. 
(1976) suggest that the Ha emission in Loop I might be expected to be at 
least 100 times weaker than that found in the Cygnus Loop because of the 
lower shock velocities associated with older remnants. The optical 
emission problem in Loop I will be further discussed in Section 5.5 . 
No corre lation of optical emission with Loop III has yet bee n 
reported. 
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The detection of soft X-rays associated with the North Polar Spur 
(Bunner et aZ . 1972; de Korte et aZ . 1974; Cruddac e 
et a Z. 1976) lends considerable support to a supernova interpretation . 
Bunner et aZ . have shown the existence of an X-ray spur coincident with 
the North Polar Spur along it ' s whole length. Cruddace et al . have shown 
that the X-ray results are consistent with a supernova remnant having 
just entered the radiative coo l ing phase . They estimate the initial 
5 
energy of the event , which occurred , they suggest , between 1.4 x 10 and 
5 51 53 
3 . 8 x 10 years ago , was between 1.5 x 10 and 4. x 10 ergs . They 
also note the pre sence of a weak X-ray source 3Ul439- 39 close to the 
0 
c e ntre of Loop I - the error boxes are 3 . 8 apart. 
Although considerable theoretical and observational support has 
now accumulate d for the supernova origin of the galactic loops , the lack 
of associated HI in the case of Loops I and II and associated optical 
emission in the case of Loops I and III remains a serious difficulty. 
Loop I cannot be fully investigated in HI until southern hemisphere 
observations comparable to those of Heiles and Habing (1974) are available . 
It is the purpose of this thesis to provide these observations and to 
examine this problem furth e r . It will be shown that there is an 
a s soc i ion of inte rmediat veloc ity HI with Loop I whic h can bes t b 
e xplained by a supe rnova even t which is consistent with the results from 
synchrotron emis s ion , X-ray emission , radio and optical polarization , 
optical emission and the low velocity interstellar HI bubble (Weaver 1977) 
which was previously thought to be associated with Loop I . 
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CHAPTER 2 
A S O U T H E R N S K Y H I S U R V E Y 
2.1 IntI'oduction 
An extensive , fully sampled neutral hydrogen (HI) survey of the 
sky outside lbl ~ 10°, dee~ -30° within the velocity range -92 to +75 
- 1 km s was made by Heiles and Habing (1974) using the 85-ft telescope at 
Hat Creek . Heiles and Jenkins (1976) presented the results of this 
survey in the form of photographs of hydrogen column density for selected 
velocity intervals which showed very clearly the complex distribution of 
low and intermediate velocity gas in the northern hemisphere. Perhaps 
the most striking result of this survey was the detection of many HI 
features of large angular extent. 
It is naturally of interest to establish whether or not this 
type of structure is reflected in the southern hemisphere, but the 
limited data available prior to 1974 for the southern sky was not 
sufficiently comparable to the combination of sensitivity , velocity 
coverage and velocity and spatial resolution used in the Hei l es and 
Habing (1974 ) survey to make a detailed comparison. The only fully 
sampled HI survey of the southern sky , made by McGee and Murray (1961) 
was sensitivity limited by a super-heterodyne receiver which had a 
system noise temperature of 800°K. The high sensitivity Magellanic Stream 
survey (Mathewson et al . 1974) covered the southern sky south of 
declination -37.5°, but had a coarse grid spacing ( 2 . 5°) and was recorded 
on photographic film . Furthermore , because of the method of recording, 
much of the information on the low velocity material was lost . A fully 
sampled survey of the southern sky is underway at the Argentinian 
Institute of Radioastronomy (Colomb et al . 1977) but it concentrates on 
high velocity resolution for the limited velocity range of 
-1 
-40 ~ V ~ 40 km s . 
This thesis presents the results of a southern sky HI survey 
south of declination -30°, excluding the strip bounded by lbl < 10° 
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(this strip has been surveyed by Kerr and Bowers 1977), which attemp t s to 
combine high sensitivity, large velocity coverage and reasonably high 
spatial resolution. The results of this survey have been combined with 
those of Heiles and Habing (1974) to produce total sky maps of the 
neutral hydrogen distribution outside lbl < 10° for the velocity range 
-90 to +70 km s-1 . 
2.2 Equipment 
The survey was made using the 60-ft telescope at Parkes Radio 
Observatory, CSIRO, which has a HPBW of 48 min arc at 21-cm. The H-line 
receiver had a parametric front end which gave an average system noise 
temperature of 100°K. The receiver back end was the Parkes 64-channe l 
spectrometer (Batchelor et al . 1969) and the channel width and spacing 
h b k 7 km S-1 were c osen to e 33 Hz or Profiles were obtained by 
frequency switching between a signal and reference spectrum with the 
reference spectrum located on the negative velocity side of the signal 
spectrum to prevent signal contamination from the Magellanic Stream 
(Mathewson et al . 1974). The system was calibrated approximately once 
every two hours using a noise diode at the vertex of the paraboloid 
which was calibrated at four day intervals against Virgo A and was found 
to remain constant to within 8 % over the duration of the survey. From 
an analysis of the records, the minimum detectable signal was found to 
0 be -0.3 K - a typical profile is shown in Figure 2.1. 
FIGURE 2.1 
A typical profile from the southern sky HI survey. 
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2. 3 Observations 
Drift scans at constant declination were used with continuous 
integration in right ascension for -so0 ~ 6 ~ -30° . For 6 < -so0 , a 
grid of positions spaced one degree apart in declination and one beam-
width apart in right ascension were observed. The integration time p e r 
profile in both cases was 270 seconds . 
The survey was made in two parts : 
(1) 
( 2) 
b ) -25° , 
b < -25° 
0 6 ~ -30 
0 In part (1) the scans were spaced at 1 intervals in declination 
-1 
and the velocity coverage was from -148 to +300 km s . In part (2) the 
0 -1 
scan spacing was 2 and the velocity coverage was from - 230 to +218 km s . 
The parameters of the survey are sununarized in Table 2 . 1 ; those of Heiles 
and Habing (1974) are included for comparison. Profiles from the regions 
of overl p between the two surveys were used to standardize the southern 
survey against the northern survey which in turn was standardize d against 
the standard region SB (Harten et al . 1975) . 
2. 4 Data Reduction 
The original profiles contained an instrumental second order base-
line which was removed by the following procedure . 
The profiles were obtained using drift scans at constant declina-
tion ov r p e riods in right ascention which we re typically about six hours 
in length ; each suc h group of profiles c onstitutes a file , of which the re 
numbered 181 with an average of about 80 profile s per file . These 
profiles ar , of course , in time order and it was assumed that the 
instrum ntal baseline B . (f) for profile number i could be expre ssed a s 
l. 
TABLE 2.1 
SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONAL PARAMETERS FOR THE SOUTHERN SKY HI SURVEY AND THE 
HI SURVEY OF HEILES AND HABING (1974) 
HPBW Integration Grid Velocity Velocity Region 
Survey (min time spacing coverage resolution surveyed 
arc) (secs) ( 0) (km s - 1 ) (km s-
1 ) co) 
Intermediate 48 270 M = 1 - 148:,: V:,: 300 
0 :,: -30 
latitude 
7.0 lbl ~ 10 b ~ -25 
High 48 270 M = 2 -230 :;:: V:,: 218 7 . 0 
0 :;:: - 30 
latitude b < - 25 
t,Q, = 0 . 3 - 42 :,: V :,: 43 1. 2 
Heiles and 36 80 
cos b 
- 92:;:: V < -4 2 
0 > -3 0 
Habing D.b = 0 . 6 43 < V :,: 75 6.4 lbl ~ 10 
w 
I-' 
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B. (f) = z. + S(t)(f-f ) + C(t) (f-f ) 2 
l l 0 0 
(1) 
where S(t) = s + Sit+ S2t 2 0 
(2) 
and C (t) C +Cit+ C2t 2 0 
That is, the slope S(t) and the curvature C(t) were assumed to be smooth 
functions of time but the zero level Z. was assumed to fluctuate randomly 
l 
from one profile to the next; these assumptions were based on visual 
inspection of the original profiles and in the kind of receiver 
instabilities to be encountered . Z , Sand C were computed for each 
profile, as described below, and the parameters in equation (2) were fit 
using the least squares technique. Sand C were plotted and visually 
examined for each file; for many files these quantities suffered one or 
more discontinuities within the file, and the least squares technique was 
performed in a piece-wise fashion . The second order terms 52 and C2 were 
included only for a small minority of files , based on visual inspection 
of the plots of Sand C. 
Sand C were computed for each profile in the following way. For 
each file a " safe " velocity rang e was selected in which there should be 
little HI, based on the knowledge obtained by the previous coarse grid 
7 0 . 
HI surveys in the southern sky (Mathewson et a& . 1974 and a 2 . 5 grid 
survey made by the author of the region - 75° ~ O ~ - 30° , 06 00 ~RA~ 20 00) . 
Sand C were obtained by a least squares fit to the channels within the 
safe velocity range . For some files , the plots of Sand C displayed 
systematic trends which might have resulted from the 21 - cm line; these 
profiles were not included in the fit for equation (2) unless visual 
inspection of the profiles proved that the trends were of instrumental 
origin. For all least-square fits , data points having residuals larger 
than three times therms dispersion were not included . 
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The zero level for each profile Z. was derived by first applying 
1 
the corrections S(t ) and C(t) and then averaging the first four good 
channels at the end(s) of the profiles . For profiles in files for 
which the safe velocity range included channels on both extreme ends of 
the profile , channels on both ends were included . However , for some 
files , the safe velocity range included only the channels on the negative 
velocity side of the profile , and for these only channels on that end 
were included so that their baseline errors are larger. 
For most profiles baseline curvature and slope amounting to 
. 0 0 typically about 1 K were reduced to less than 0 . 2 K; in some cases , 
mainly where the receiver was particularly unstable or near the most 
intense parts of the Magellanic Clouds , the baseline is less accurate. 
2. 5 Data Presentation 
The data were used to generate complete sky photographs of the 
neutral hydrogen column density outside lbl < 10° for selected velocity 
intervals compatible with the data of Heiles and Habing (1974). The 
photographs were produced on the PDS microphotometer at U. C . Berkeley 
using the technique outlined by Heiles and Jenkins (1976). Each map is 
shown in two projections ; a longitudinal projection and stereographic 
projections centred on the Galactic poles . In the stereographic 
projection , the outer edge of the picture is lbl = 10° and longitude is 
measured anticlockwise around the edge . Each of these stereographic 
projections is enclosed by a frame of dots . All four sides are identical 
with each side consisting of a series of seventeen dots . The central, 
or ninth dot on any side corresponds to lbl = 10° and the first or last 
dot on the same line corresponds to lbl = 90°. The interval between 
adjacent dots is 10° in latitude. These stereographic projections overcome 
the distortion at high latitudes associated with the longitudinal projection . 
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The total sky distribution of the HI column density for the low, 
and positive and negative intermediate velocity gas is shown in longitud-
inal projections in Figures 2.2 and 2.3a,b respectively. The velocity 
-1 
range for the low velocity gas is -20 ~ V ~ +30 km s This rather high 
-1 
upper limit of +30 km s was selected for the low velocity gas because 
-1 
the +20 km s limit used by Heiles and Jenkins (1976) was not adequate 
for all areas in the southern hemisphere, in a few cases, for example at 
0 0 -1 t = 240, b = -21 , velocities at peak temperature of up to +20 km s 
are observed for the low velocity gas. The velocity limits for the 
positive and negative intermediate velocity gas are +30 ~ V ~ +70 km s-l 
-1 
and -90 ~ V ~ -20 km s respectively. 
These same total sky maps are presented in stereographic project-
ions in Figures 2.4a-d and 2.5a-d for the northern and southern galactic 
hemispheres respectively. Working clockwise from the top left hand 
corner of these pictures are (a) the low velocity gas; (b) negative 
intermediate velocity gas; (c) positive intermediate velocity gas and 
(d) positive and negative intermediate velocity gas. A coordinate system 
for these stereographic projections is presented in Figure 2.6. 
The above pictures give little information regarding the hydrogen 
column density at a given position. A contour map of the hydrogen column 
-1 
density for the complete velocity range (-92 ~ V ~ +75 km s ) of the 
Heiles and Habing (1974) survey was presented by Heiles (1975). Contour 
maps for selected velocity ranges in the southern hemisphere are presented 
in Figures 2.7 to 2.10. The longitudinal projections (Figs. 2.7a to 
20 -2 o 
2.10a) show the column density in units of 10 atoms cm down to b = -75 
and the polar projections (Figs. 2.7b to 2.10b) cover the latitude range 
-90° ~ b ~ -75° for the corresponding velocity intervals. These are: 
-20 -1 -1 ~ V ~ +20 km s (Fig. 2.7), -40 ~ V ~ +40 km s (Fig. 2.8), 
-1 -1 
+40 < \1 ~ +120 km s (Fig. 2.9) and -100 ~ V < -40 km s (Fig. 2.10). 
FIGURE 2.2 
Longitudinal projection for the total sky distribution of 
the HI column density in the velocity range -20 { V { + 30 km s-l 
from the combined results of the Hat Creek Survey (Heiles and Habing 
1974) and the Southern Sky HI survey. 

FIGURE 2. 3 
The total sky distribution of the HI column density of 
the (a) positive intermediate velocity (30 ~ V ~ 70 km s-l) 
gas (top) , and (b) negative intermediate velocity 
(-90 ~ V ~ -20 km s- 1 ) gas (bottom) shown in a longitudinal 
projection . 

FIGURE 2.4 
Stereographic projections of the N8 distribution of low 
and intermediate velocity gas in the north galactic hemisphere. 
Working clockwise from the top left hand corner are: (a) the low 
velocity gas (-20 
-1 ~ V !; 30 km s ) ; (b) negative intermediate 
velocity gas (-90 ~ V !; -20 km s - 1 ); (c) positive intermediate 
velocity gas (30 ~ V !; 70 km s- 1 ) and (d) positive and negative 
intermediate velocity gas. 

FIGURE 2.5 
Stereographic projections of the NH distribution of the 
low and intermediate velocity gas in the south galactic 
hemisphere . working clockwise from the top left hand corner are: 
-1 
(a) the low velocity gas (-20 f V f +30 km s ) ; (b) negative 
-1 
intermediate velocity gas (-90 f V f -20 km s ) ; (c ) positive 
intermediate velocity gas (30 ~ V ~ 70 km s- 1 ) and (d) positive 
and negative intermediate velocity gas . 

FIGURE 2 . 6 
Coordinate system for stereographic projections . 
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FIGURE 2.7a 
Contour map of the integrated HI column density for 
-1 
the velocity range -20 ~ V ~ +20 km s , for 
b > -75° of the Southern Sky Survey. 
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FIGURE 2 . 7b 
Contour map of the integrated HI column density for 
the velocity range -20 { V { 
-1 0 
+20 km s , for b { -75 
of the Southern Sky Survey. 
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FIGURE 2.Ba 
Contour map of the integrated HI column density for 
-1 0 
the velocity range -40 ~ V ~ +40 km s , for b ~ -75 
of the Southern Sky Survey. 
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FIGURE 2.Bb 
Contour map of the integrated HI column density for 
-1 0 
the velocity range -40 ~ V ~ +40 km s for b ~ -75 
of the Southern Sky Survey. 
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FIGURE 2.9a 
Contour map of the integrated HI column density for 
-1 0 
the velocity range 40 < V ( +120 km s for b ~ -75 
of the Southern Sky Survey. 
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FIGURE 2. 9b 
Contour map of the integrated HI column density for the 
-1 0 
velocity range 40 < V ~ 120 km s for b ~ -75 of 
the Southern Sky survey . 
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FIGURE 2. 10a 
Contour map of the integrated HI column density for the 
-1 0 
velocity range -100 ~ V < -40 km s for b ~ -75 of 
the Southern Sky Survey. 
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FIGURE 2. lOb 
Contour map of the integrated HI column density for the 
-1 0 
velocity range -100 ~ V < -40 km s for b ~ -75 of 
the Southern Sky Survey. 
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2. 6a Low Velo ity Gas 
It is apparent from the low velocity pictures (Figs . 2 . 2 , 2 .4a, 
2 . 7a and 2.8a) that the low velocity gas in the southern hemisphere also 
exhibits the filamentary structure observed in the northern hemisphere. 
Note in particular the intense low velocity filament which extends from 
£ = 250° , b = - 10° to£= 330° , b = - 22°. This filament was first 
detected by the HI survey of McGee and Murray (1961) and it has since 
been suggested (Fejes and Wesselius 1973) that it might be a southern 
hemisphere extension of the low velocity gas thought to be associated 
with radio continuum Loop I (Berkhuijsen et al . 1971; Heiles and Jenkins 
1976) . It has been argued (Heiles and Jenkins 1976) that this may be a 
quest ionable association in view of the apparent lack of associated 
continuum emission . It is however possible that an association with 
continuum emission would remain undetected in this region because the 
HI filament lies parallel to the galactic plane , along the ridges in 
background continuum emission and not perpendicular to it as is the case 
for the North Polar Spur section of Loop I; therefore any association of 
HI and continuum emission would be difficult to detect unless the 
latter was excessive . Furthermore , in a theoretical model for Loop I, 
interpreted as an expanding she l l of the Van der Laan (1962) type , 
Spoe lstra (1972) has shown that an excess of continuum emission is not 
expected in this region . 
Heiles and Jenkins (1976) have shown that the northern hemisphere 
0 0 low veloc ity filam nts which rise from the plane at O ~ t ~ 30 follow 
exactly the flow patterns of the optical polarization vectors of 
Mathewson and Ford (1970) , implying a dir ct association of these fila-
ments with the local magnetic field . From an examination of Mathewson 
and Ford ' s (1970 ) plots of po l arization for stars in different distance 
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intervals, they conclude that these filaments are less than 200 parsecs 
from the Sun, a result which they confirm with interstellar Lyman a 
absorption results (Savage and Jenkins 1972 ; Jenkins and Savage 1974). 
Following Heiles and Habing (1976), the optical polarization data 
of Mathewson and Ford (1970) are reproduced to the same scale as the low 
velocity gas in Figure 2.11. In this picture it can be seen that the 
southern hemisphere low velocity filament also appears to follow the 
direction of the optical polarization vectors. This is also illustrated 
in Figure 2.12 which is a map of the column density for this low velocity 
-1 filament within the velocity range -20 ~ V ~ +20 km s , on which the 
direction of the local magnetic field is schematically represented by 
solid lines from Mathewson (1968). This alignment of the filament with 
the magnetic field allows the distance to the feature to be determined 
on the assumption that the dust producing the polarization is associated 
with the HI gas. The distance is simply determined by plotting percentage 
polar'zation for stars observed in that direction: a sharp increase in 
polarization is expected at the distance of the feature because of the 
dust it contains. 
The optical polarization data of Mathewson and Ford (1970) were 
used to determine the distance to the southern hemisphere low velocity 
filament; the result is shown in Figure 2.13. There is a sharp 
increase in polarization at 115 pcs , although with the small number of 
stars, this distance is not accurately determined. At 115 pcs the feature 
3 has an estimated mass of 9 x 10 M. This estimate is not particularly 
0 
accurate because (1) there is a contribution to the observed profile from 
foreground material and (2) only a portion of the feature could be 
clearly distinguished from the surrounding low velocity gas. The section 
included in this mass estimate is marked by dashed lines in Figure 2. 12. 
FIGURE 2.11 
-1 
Photograph of the low velocity (-20 ~ V ~ +30 km s ) 
HI column density (bottom), reproduced to the same 
scale as the optical polarization results of Mathewson 
and Ford (1970) (top). 
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FIGURE 2 . 12 
Map of hydrogen column density within the velocity 
-1 
range -20 ~ V ~ +20 km s for the southern hemisphere low 
velocity filament in units of 1020 atoms cm-
2 The heavy 
black lines are a schematic representation of the direction of 
the local magnetic field from Mathewson (1968). 
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FIGURE 2.13 
Distance to southern hemisphere low velocity filament 
from optical polarization data. 
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This southern hemisphere filament has much in common with the low 
velocity filaments which rise from the plane in the longitude range 
o0 , 1, 30°; it has approximately the same angular extent, velocity, 
column density and distance, and in both cases the filaments are aligned 
with the direction of the local magnetic field as defined by optical 
polarization data. Weaver (1977) has made an extensive investigation of 
the northern hemisphere low velocity filaments and their relation to the 
local magnetic field. He concludes that they can both be explained in 
terms of a massive HI shell containing 106 M which is expanding from 
0 
the centre of the extensive Sco-Cen association of early type stars 
-1 (Blaauw 1946) at 3 km s . He suggests that the shell was produced by 
mass loss from the collective stars in the association in agreement with 
the prediction of Castor et al . (1975) that energetic stellar winds from 
early type stars can blow bubbles in the interstellar medium. The low 
velocity filament described above fits nicely into Weaver's model as a 
southern hemisphere extension of this low velocity bubble. 
This southern hemisphere filament is also weakly correlated with 
radio polarization. The 408 MHz polarization map of Mathewson and Milne 
(1965) is reproduced in Figure 2.14a. An overlay, on which the main 
features of this map are schematically represented is presented to the 
same scale as an accompanying photograph of the HI column density for 
the low velocity gas in Figure 2.14b. The solid and dashed lines on the 
overlay represent the 3 and 2 contours of Mathewson and Milne (1965) . 
A number of correlations of radio polarization with HI features 
emerge. The low velocity filament discussed above appears to follow the 
general direction of the patchy distribution of the radio polarization in 
the longitude range 278°, 1, 325° although the single region of 
polarization at 278°, 1, 286° appears to be better correlated with the 
negative velocity cloud at that position in Figure 2.3b. Correlation is 
FIGURE 2.14a 
408 MHz polarization map of Mathewson and Milne (1965). 
The full contour lines are the isophotes of the Parkes survey 
(contour unit 0.8°K); the broken lines are the isophotes of 
the Leiden survey (Berkhuijsen and Brown (1963)). (contour unit 1°K). 

FIGURE 2.14b 
Photograph of integrated HI column density for the low 
-1 
velocity (-20 ~ V ~ +30 Jans ) gas with accompanying overlay 
schematically showing isophotes of 408 MHz polarization from 
Mathewson and Milne (1965). The solid and dashed lines 
represent approximately 3° and 2°K T8 contours. 
30n1Il'v'l 
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also observed in another part of Weaver's (1977) low velocity bubble 
at 320° ~ l ~ 355°, 40°~ b ~ 57°. Perhaps the most striking correlation 
in Figure 2.14b is in the region 5° ~ l ~ 15°, -45° ~ b ~ -40° where a 
very intense, isolated region of HI is matched by a hot spot in polar-
ization which has a brightness 0 temperature of 4 K. Other apparent 
correlations are at (1) i ~ 170°, 15° ~ b ~ 32°, ( 2) 163° ~ i ~ 182°, 
-36° ~ 0 and possibly 45° i 55° -55° ~ -47°. b [,. -20 , (3) ~ [,. , b [,. 
Colomb et al. (1977) in a preliminary report of their southern 
sky survey suggested the existence of a hole in the low velocity gas at 
the south galactic pole which decreases with increasing positive velocity 
implying that what is observed is the receding side of an expanding shell. 
They note the association of a minimum in 150 MHz continuum emission with 
this hole in HI and suggest that the optical (Mathewson and Ford 1970; 
Schroder 1976; Schmidt 1976) and radio (Mathewson and Milne 1965) 
polarization vectors imply a magnetic filed tangential to the boundary 
of the hole . They conclude that this hole is not simply a function of 
their equatorial projection, but is real, and is surrounded by an expand-
ing shell of HI. 
To investigate this hole further, stereographic projections from 
both galactic poles of the HI column density for small (7 km s-1 ) 
velocity ranges within the low velocity gas are presented in Figures 2.15 
to 2.18. The column density for the positive velocity gas for the 
southern and northern galactic hemispheres is shown in Figures 2.15 and 
2.16 respectively. · km s-l The velocity width of each picture is 7 
Working from right to left the centre velocities are on the top ; 
-1 1 -1 (a) 3.5 km s and (b) 10.5 km s- and on the bottom; (c) 17.5 km s and 
-1 (d) 24.5 km s . 
A glance at Figure 2.15a reveals the existence of a hole in the 
south galactic polar regions. However, as one moves to higher positive 
FIGURE 2.15 
Stereographic projections of the integrated HI column 
-1 density for 7 km s velocity intervals in the low positive 
velocity gas in the southern galactic hemisphere. Working 
from right to left the centre velocities are: (top) (a) 3.5 km s-l 
-1 -1 -1 (b) 10.5 km s ; (bottom) (e) 17.5 km s and (d) 24.5 km s . 
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velocities (2.15b-d), the size of this hole increases rather than 
decreases as Colomb et al . (1977) suggest . It is therefore concluded that 
this hole does not represent the receding edge of an expanding shell but 
is simply the depletion of gas expected at high galactic latitudes . The 
same is true of the north galactic pole as can be seen from Figure 2.16. 
A comparison of Figure 2.16 and 2.15 shows quite clearly the excess of low 
positive velocity gas in the southern galactic hemisphere . 
The distribution of the low negative velocity gas in the southern 
and northern hemispheres is shown in Figures 2.17 and 2.18 respectively. 
The order of the pictures and the magnitude of the centre velocities are 
the same as for the positive velocity gas. A comparison of these two also 
shows an excess of negative velocity gas in the southern galactic 
hemisphere and the well known phenomenon of material flowing in from both 
galactic poles (McGee and Murray 1961; Dieter 1964; Weaver 1974). Figure 
2.17 reveals the presence of an almost elliptical shaped ring Qf negative 
velocity gas around the south galactic pole which decreases in size with 
increasing negative velocity. The northern galactic hemisphere in 
contrast shows no similar structure although very weak emission is apparent 
-1 
out to -24.5 km s 
Part of this negative velocity ring in the south polar regions is 
visible on the longitudinal projections for the low velocity gas (Figs. 
2.2, 2.7a and 2.8a). In Figure 2.7a it appears as a filament which runs 
0 0 0 0 from t ~ 300, b ~ -40 tot~ 270, b ~ -60. A similar spur appears at 
approximately that position in the 150 MHz radiocontinuum emission 
(Landecker and Wielebinski 1970) and both the HI and continuum spurs are 
accompanied by a minimum ridge in diffuse soft X-ray emission (Kraushaar 
et al . 1976). This can be seen on comparison of Figure 2 .7a with Figures 
2.19 and 2.20 which are longitudinal projections of the 150 MHz data and 
diffuse soft X-ray data respectively. 
FIGURE 2.16 
Stereographic projections of the integrated HI column 
-1 density for 7 km s velocity intervals in the low positive 
velocity gas in the northern galactic hemisphere. Working 
-1 
from right to left the centre velocities are: (top) (a) 3.5 km s ; 
-1 -1 -1 (b) 10.5 km s ; (bottom) (c) 17.5 km s and (d) 24.5 km s • 

FIGURE 2 .17 
Stereographic projections of the integrated HI column 
-1 density for 7 km s velocity intervals the low negative velocity 
gas in the southern galactic hemisphere. Working from right to 
left the centre velocities are: (top) 
-1 (a) -3.5 km s 
1 -1 -1 (b) -10.5 km s-; (bottom) (e) -17.5 km s and (d) -24 . 5 km s 

FIGURE 2.18 
Stereographic projections of the integrated HI column 
-1 density for 7 km s velocity intervals in the low negative 
velocity g as in the northern galactic hemisphere. Working 
from right to left the centre velocities are: (top) 
-1 (a) -3.5 km s ; 
and (d) -24.5 km 
-1 (b) -10.5 km s 
-1 
s 
(bottom) (cl -17.5 km -1 s 

FIGURE 2.19 
Longitudinal projection of 150 MHz data of Landecker 
and Wielebinski (1970). (Brightness denotes intensity.) 

FIGURE 2 . 20 
Longitudinal projection of soft x-ray data of Kraushaar 
et al . 1976. (Brightness denotes intensity.) 
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The continuum and X-ray data are also presented in stereographic 
projections for the southern galactic hemisphere in Figures 2.2la ,b for 
direct comparison with the complete ring structure seen in Figure 2.17. 
Such a comparison shows that there is no ove rall correlation of the 
continuum emission with the HI ring but there is part of a ring-like 
shape in the X-ray emission which lies inside the HI boundary. 
Williamson et al. (1974) noted the general tendency for X-ray 
emission to be strong in regions of low HI column density, for example, 
the X-ray spur which runs along£~ 235°from b ~ -30°to b ~ -75° falls 
20 -2 
column density is less than 2 x 10 atoms cm in an area where the HI 
The same is true of the semicircular arc of X-ray emission which lies 
inside the HI ring at the south galactic po le. Over most of the area 
0 0 0 
covered by the X-ray arc, (190 ~ £ ~ 40, -70 ~ b ~ -60), the HI column 
20 -2 In the region 250° ~ £ ~ 300° density is less than 2 x 10 atoms cm 
-70° ~ b ~ -60° the HI column density lies in the range 2 ~NH~ 4 x 1020 
-2 atoms cm and it is interesting to note that in this particular area 
the X-ray emission is very much weaker. The correlation of a minimum in 
X-ray emission with the HI ridge running from£~ 300, b ~ -40° to 
£ ~ 270°, b ~ -60° has already been noted. It seems reasonable to suggest 
therefore that the X-ray ring at the south galactic pole is not causally 
related to the HI ring but is an artefact of the absorption of soft 
X-rays by neutral hydrogen. This would support the suggestion of 
Williamson et al. (1974) that the source of the soft X-ray emission is 
6 0 the hot (T ~ 10 K) component of the interstellar medium which is known 
to exist from O VI absorption results from Copernicus (Jenkins and Meloy 
1974). It has been suggested that mass loss from early type stars or 
supernova2 or the combination of both (e.g. Spitzer 1965; Cox and Smith 
1974; McKee and Ostriker 1974; York 1974) may provide the heating mechanism 
for this component. 
FIGURE 2.21 
Stereographic projections of (a) 150 MHz data of 
Landecker and Wielebinski 1970 (left) and (b) soft 
x-ray data of Kraushaar et al. (1976) (right) for 
the southern galactic hemisphere. 
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On comparison of the low negative velocity pictures for the 
southern hemisphere (Fig. 2 . 17 ) with the 408 MHz polarization map of 
Mathewson and Milne (1965) (Fig . 2 . 14a) the re is an apparent correlation 
of two of the strongest regions of HI emission with radio polarization. 
These are (1) the intense ridge of HI which runs from £~ 85°to £ - 180° 
within the latitude range - 7o0 , b , -so0 and (2) the smaller, almost 
paralle l ridge running from £~ 90° to £~ 170° within -90° , b , -80°. 
Two possible origins for this ring present themselves . The 
association of (1) the southern hemisphere low velocity HI filament 
0 0 0 0 
running from £ = 250 , b = - 10 to £ = 330, b = - 22 , (2) the HI region 
at £ = 10° b - 45° and the two mentioned above with radio polarization 
would suggest that all these HI features are part of the same single 
structure that the radiopolarization suggests . This would imply that we 
are located on the inside of We ave r ' s (1977) low velocity bubble. Weaver, 
in orde r to reproduce the observed patterns in the optical polarization 
. h . 3 ° / 0 ;c 90°, - 60° / b . / 10° h 1 t t int e region O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - , suggests tat at eas par 
of this bubble has already passed us by. Ca II interstellar absorption 
line data (Rickard 1975) imply that in the region 346° , £, 10° , 
lbl , 13° , the r e is a severe depletion of HI out to a distance of 500 pcs . 
This difficie ncy is confirmed by further interstellar absorption line 
data of the r e gion 334°, £ , s 0 , -35° , b , -2° which are pre sented in 
Chapter 3 . The interstellar absorption line data therefore suggest that 
either we are inside the low velocity HI shell , or there is a hole in 
the s h 11 some 30° - 45° in angula r dia me t e r in the region 334° ' £' 10° , 
-35° !'.:. b ~ 13° . The former is more likely to be true b e cause of the 
s upporting e vide nce from the optical and r adio pola rization data . 
The pre s e nce of negative velocity materia l in the polar regions 
might then be explained in terms of material in this low velocity bubble 
which is now falling back to the plane under the gravitational restoring 
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20 -2 
force . For a region of gas with a surface density of 2 x 10 atoms cm 
and density in the range 1 ~ n ~ 
- 3 10 cm , this force will balance the 
outward expansion of the gas when the expansion velocity of the gas 
- 1 decreases to 10 ~ V ~ 3 km s respectively. The timescale involved for 
-1 
t h is material to reach the observed -30 ~ V ~ - 10 km s in the southern 
-1 po l ar regions , and - 50 ~ V ~ - 10 km s in the northern polar regions, 
under free fall is 6.6 x 106 ~ t ~ 1.4 x 107 years and 
6 7 6 . 6 x 10 ~ t ~ 3 . 0 x 10 years , corresponding to infall distances of 
33 ~ d ~ 150 pc and 33 ~ d ~ 833 pc respectively. It is immediately 
apparent that the high negative velocity gas in the north polar regions 
can not be explained as infall from the Sco- Cen bubble because of the 
timescale and distance invo l ved (the Sco-Cen association is thought to 
b less than 2 x 107 years old (Bertiau 1958)). If one conside rs the 
possibility that the infall observed in the north polar regions has a 
different origin from that observed in the south , it is conceivable that 
the latter may be infall from the Sco~Cen bubble although one might then 
expect the presence of infalling material in other parts of the bubble . 
This is not borne out by the observations . 
An alternative explanation arises from the local concentration of 
early type stars along Gould's Belt which is thought to be 3-9 x 10
7 
years 
old (Clube 1967; Lesh 1968; Stothers and Frogel 1974) . If the Sco-Cen 
association , which consists mainly of B stars of which only 20% are of 
luminosity classes III and IV can produce an HI bubble containing 10
6 
M 0 
then it is possible that mass loss from the collective early type stars 
and O associations which delineate Gould ' s Belt could produce a much 
larger HI bubble with a radius at least comparable to , if not greater 
than , that of the local system which Clube (1967), Lesh (1968) and 
Stothers and Frogel (1974) suggest is about 500 pcs. It is suggested that 
the infall observed at both galactic poles may be part of this Gould ' s 
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Belt bubble which is now falling into the plane under the restoring force 
of the galaxy. The distances and timescales involved are compatible with 
the age and dimensions of Gould's Belt and this infall mechanism would 
also support Weaver's (1974) interpretation of the expanding ring of gas 
observed by Lindblad (1967), Lindblad et al. (1973), Hughes and Routledge 
(1972) and Weaver (1974) in Gould's Belt, where streams of gas falling in 
from the Poles collide in the Galactic Plane and produce the expanding HI 
ring. 
2.6b Intermediate Velocity Gas 
The total sky distribution of the HI column density for the 
positive and negative intermediate velocity gas was shown in Figures 2.3, 
2.4 and 2.5. The most striking aspect of Figure 2.3 is the almost exact 
anticorrelation of the longitude distribution of the positive and 
negative velc,city gas, expected from the Schmidt (1965) rotation model 
for distant spiral arms. This is clearly illustrated in Figure 2.22 in 
which the longitude intervals containing the positive and negative 
intermediate velocity material are superimposed on the Schmidt rotation 
model. 
The overall distribution of the positive and negative velocity 
gas is in exact agreement with the predictions of the model, but there are 
a few exceptional cases. A concentration of negative velocity gas, which 
has a velocity range of -60 ~ V ~ -30 km s-1 , is apparent at very high 
latitudes in Figures 2.3b and 2.4b in the forbidden longitude range 
190° ~ i ~ 280°. It was suggested in Section 2.5 that the high negative 
velocity gas seen in the north polar region may be part of a collapsing 
interstellar bubble produced by mass loss from the collective stars of 
Gould's Belt. This slightly lower latitude material, which exhibits 
0 
similar velocities and can be traced back to i ~ 90 is probably part of 
the same phenomenon. This gas seems to connect with a ridge of HI 
FIGURE 2.22 
Superposition of the longitude ranges in which positive 
and negative intermediate velocity gas predominates on the 
Schmidt (1965) rotation model. The observed positive velocity 
gas ranges are 5° ~ t ~ 70° and 200° ~ t ~ 0 290 , and the 
negative velocity gas ranges are 70° ~ t ~ 190° and 280° ~ t ~ 350°. 
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emission which curves up from the plane in the longitude range 95° ~ £ ~ 
120° , and which appears to be partaking in galactic rotation. Heiles and 
Jenkins (1976) have pointed out the coinc idence of this material with the 
position of radio continuum Loop III , and Weave r (1977) has shown that 
it is best correlated with the latter in the velocity range 
-1 
-40 ~ V ~ - 20 km s . Moving to higher velocities , the arc of HI which 
curves around Loop III in the lower velocity range becomes very confused 
by the presence of this l arge scale emission and the relation , if any , 
between the two , has not yet been established. Caution is therefore 
required because of the large velocity range in Figure 2.3b in connecting 
the higher latitude HI with that which may be associated with Loop III . 
It is interesting that if this HI is associated with Loop III and is 
partaking in galactic rotation, then it places Loop III at a distance of 
1. 7 to 4 . 3 kpc. 
There are also regions of positive velocity gas which, because of 
their distances, contravene the Schmidt rotation law. These are concen-
o O O O O 0 
trations at 280 ~ £ ~ 315 , +20 ~ b ~ +55 and 325 ~ £ ~ 10 , 
-40° ~ b ~ 10°. These features, together with the two negative velocity 
clouds c entred at £~ 286° , b ~ -18° and £ = 305° , b = - 20° , which occur 
in the correct longitude range predicted by the rotation law for negative 
ve locity gas , but may not be related to spiral structure , are separately 
discussed in Chapters 3 and 5 where it will be shown that they may all be 
local (d < 300 pcs) features which are part of an expanding shell . 
A large concentration of positive intermediate velocity gas is 
apparent in the longitude range 230° ~ l ~ 270° . It is observed as a 
distinct HI component with (LSR) velocity in the range 40° ~ V ~ 80 km 
-1 0 s down to latitude s of the order of - 25 . This HI may be located in a 
distant spiral arm , as is implied by the fact that it extends into the 
g alactic p lane. On the other hand, the lower edge of this emission is 
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correlated in position with the Ha emission from the Gum Nebula, as can be 
seen on comparison of Figure 2.3a with Figure 4.1 which is an Ha mosaic 
0 0 0 0 
of the region 220 ~ £ ~ 270, -29 ~ b ~ -10. It can also be seen from 
these pictures that although the HI extends over a broader range in 
longitude than the Ha, there is a definite "bulge" in the HI emission in 
the region of the nebula. A comparison of the HI and Ha velocities 
enables us to choose between the two possibilities. 
Reynolds (1976a), using a Fabry-Perot spectrometer, has investigated 
the kinematics of the optical emission in the northern half of the Gum 
Nebula and concludes that it may be interpreted as an expanding shell, 
-1 
having a radius of 125 pc and an expansion velocity of about 20 km s , 
which has been ionized by the ultraviolet flux from s Pup and y 2 Vel. 
Reynolds (1976b) suggests that this expanding shell is either an old 
supernova remnant or the result of mass loss from the 05 stars Pup. 
Spectra of the Ha emission in the southern portion of the nebula indicate 
that the maximum Ha velocity observed in the region of coincidence with HI 
is about 20 km s-l (Mathewson 1974, private communication) in agreement with 
the results of Reynolds (1976a). Thus the velocities of the HI and Ha 
differ by amounts ranging up to 60 km s-1 • This disagreement would 
suggest that the positional correlation is coincidental. 
Further support for the HI residing in a distant spiral arm comes 
from examining the kinematics of the gas as a function of latitude. 
0 
Constant longitude scans, spaced every degree in latitude from -25 
through the plane to +25° were made in this region using the 210 ft 
-1 
telescope at Parkes with a velocity resolution of 2.1 km s over the 
-1 
velocity range -329 ~ V ~ 724 km s The b-v diagrams from three of 
· · 2 23 2 24 d 2 25 The scans at£= 250° these are shown in Figures . , . an .. 
(Figure 2 .24) and£= 260° (Fig . 2.25) pass through the region of optical 
nebulosity ; the scan at£= 240°, (Fig. 2.23) away from the optical 
FIGURE 2.23 
b-v diagram for i = 240° 
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FIGURE 2.24 
b-v diagram fort= 250° 
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FIGURE 2.25 
b-v diagram for l = 260° 
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emission is shown for comparison. In all three cases intermediate velocity 
HI is observed at intermediate latitudes. The HI component with velocity 
between 40 and 80 km s-l at intermediate negative latitudes is best 
developed in the t = 240° scan,i.e. away from the nebula. Figure 2 . 26 is 
a plot of the brightness temperature of this feature as a function of 
latitude which shows quite clearly that it reaches maximum intensity in 
the Galactic Plane. 
It is concluded that this feature is a high z extension of a spiral 
arm. It has the same velocity as Lindblad's (1967) feature "I", an arm 
located at 12.6 kpc from the Galactic centre according to the Schmidt 
(1965) rotation model . 
0 
Thus the high z extension, seen down to b = -25 , 
extends 1.9 kpc below the Galactic Plane at t = 240°. 
Within the nebula itself, at t = 250° and t = 260°, the intermediate 
velocity HI emission is very patchy and is not readily identifiable with 
any of the features which cross the galactic plane . It is suggested 
however that this emission is not related to the Gum Nebula, but is also 
part of the high z extension of Lindblad's feature "I" for the following 
reasons: 
(1) It has a much broader extent in longitude than the optical 
emission. 
(2) The HI and Ha velocities do not agree. 
(3) The HI velocities are similar to those observed at t = 240° where 
the feature can definitely be identified as a high latitude spiral arm. 
2.6c High Ve locity Gas in the Sout her>n Hemisphere 
The high velocity gas previously observed in the southern hemi-
sphere falls into three categories. 
(1) The Magellanic Stream (Mathewson et al . 1974; Fujimoto and Sofue 
1976; Kunkel and Demers 1976; Lynden Bell 1976; Mathewson 1976; Mathewson 
and Schwarz 1976; Mathewson et al. 1977). 
FIGURE 2.26 
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(2) A concentration of high positive velocity clouds located at 
260°~ £ ~ 310°, -30° ~ b ~ +30 (Wannier et al. 1972; Mathewson et al . 1974). 
(3) Intergalactic HI in the Sculptor group (Mathewson et al . 1974). 
These objects have all previously b een discussed at length in the 
literature and will not be rediscussed here. The purpose of this section 
is to show that no new high velocity clouds have been detected by the 
present suevey. This is clearly illustrated in Figures 2.27 and 2.28 
which are pictures of the HI column density for the high positive and 
negative velocity gas respectively. Working clockwise from the top left 
hand corner the velocity ranges are (a) 75 ~ !vi ~ 112.5 km s-l (b) 
(b) 112.5 ~ !vi ~ 150 km s - 1 , (c) 150 ~ !vi ~ 187.5 km s-l and 
(d) 187.5 to the velocity limits of the survey which are +300 and -148 for 
b ~ -25° and +218 and -230 for b ~ - 25°. These velocity limits are not 
corrected for LSR but the velocity limits for the pictures are. 
All HI emission outside b = -20° in Figure 2.26 belongs to the 
Magellanic Stream. In Figure 2.26a there is an edge of HI emission 
mostly between - 10 and -15° latitude which is part of the high latitude 
spiral structure apparent in the b-v diagrams in Figures 2.22 to 2.25. No 
high negative velocity gas (Fig . 2.28) has been observed in the southern 
hemisphere . 
2.? Swnmary 
The results of a southern sky HI survey have been combined with 
those of Heiles and Habing (1974) to produce total sky pictures of the HI 
distribution for selected velocity intervals. The main results of this 
southern sky survey have been: 
(1 ) It has been shown that the filamentary structure observed by 
Heiles and Jenkins (1976) for the northern hemisphere is also observed in 
the southern h emisphere. 
FIGURE 2.27 
Stereographic projections of the integrated HI column 
density for high positive velocity gas in the southern 
hemisphere. Working clockwise from the top left-hand corner 
the velocity ranges are: (a) 75.0 
-1 ~ V ~ 112.5 km s ; 
(b) 112.5 ~ V ~ 150.0 km s-l (c) 150.0 ~ V ~ 187.5 km s-l 
and (d) 187.5 to the velocity limits of the survey which are 
0 (uncorrected for LSR), +218 for b < -25 and +300 for 
b) -25°. 

FIGURE 2.28 
Stereographic projections of the integrated HI column 
density for high negative v e locity gas in the southern 
hemisphere. Working clockwise from the top left-hand corner 
the velocity ranges are: (a) -1 -112.5 ~ V ~ -75.0 km s ; 
-1 (b) -150.0 ~ V ~ -112.5 km s ; (c) -187.5 to velocity limit 
-1 
of survey which is (uncorrected for LSR) -230 km s for 
b < -25°. (The latitude range -25° ~ b ~ -10° is not 
represented in this picture because the velocity limit for 
o -1 b ~ -25 was -148 km s .) 
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(2) The low velocity HI filament detected by McGee and Murray (1961) 
. 0 0 0 
in the southern hemisphere which runs from 1 = 250 , b = -10 to 1 = 330, 
b = -22° has been shown to be correlated with optical and radio polariza-
tion . Optical polarization data place this filament at a distance of 
about 115 pcs where it has an estimated mass of 9 x 10
3 
M 0 
It is 
suggested that this filament is part of the low velocity bubble expanding 
from the centre of Sco-Cen association (Weaver 1977) . 
( 3) No evidence has been found to support the suggestion of Colomb 
et al . (1977) that the receding edge of an expanding shell is observed at 
the south galactic pole. 
(4 ) Instead, a ring of negative velocity gas has been found at the 
south galactic pole which decreases in size with increasing negative 
ve l ocity . Parts of this ring are correlated with radio polarization and 
X-ray emission . It is suggested that the apparent correlation with X-ray 
emission is an artefact of the absorption of X- ray emission by neutral 
hydrogen and that the X- ray and HI emission are not causally related. 
Two interpretations for this ring are considered. (1) It may be material 
from the Sco-Cen low velocity bubble which is falling back into the 
Galaxy under the gravitational restoring force or (2) it may be part of 
a much larger HI bubble produced by mass loss from the collective stars 
and associations of Gould ' s Belt which is now collapsing . The latter 
interpretation is preferred because of the timescales and distances 
involved . 
(5) The overall distribution of the intermediate velocity gas supports 
the Schmidt (1965) rotation model . A few anomalous gas concentrations 
are apparent . A large concentration of negative velocity gas at high 
latitudes in the longitude range 190° ~ 1 ~ 280° is thought to be infall 
from the suggested Gould Belt bubble . A discussion of the anomalous 
concentrations of positive velocity gas together with two negative velocity 
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clouds which occur in the correct longitude range predicted by the rota-
tion law for negative velocity gas , but are thought not to be related 
to spiral structure , has been deferred to Chapters 3 and 5 . It has been 
suggested that the negative intermediate velocity gas which is thought 
to be associated with Loop III (Heiles and Jenkins 1976; Weaver 1977) 
may be partaking in Galactic rotation . If so , it places Loop III at a 
distance of 1 . 7 to 4 . 3 kpc . 
(6 ) A concentration of positive velocity HI is observed in the region 
0 0 0 
of the Gum Nebula at 240 ~ t ~ 260 , - 25 ~ b ~ -10 . It is suggested 
that this emission is not associated with the latter but is a high 
latitude extension of a spiral arm. 
(7 ) No new high velocity features have been detected in the southern 
hemisphere. 
CHAPTER 3 
INTERMEDIATE 
FILAMENTS IN THE 
3 . 1 
A N D L O \'l V E L O C I T Y 
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 
Introduction 
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The problem of the intermediate velocity clouds (hereafter referred 
to as IVC ' s) and their relation to the local gas in the northern hemi-
sphere has been addressed by Verschuur (1971) and Wesselius and Fejes 
(1973) , who conclude that the IVC's have been blown out of the low 
velocity gas by some explosive event, either a supernova (Verschuur 1971; 
Wesselius and Fejes 1973) , or the collision of a big gas complex of 
unspecified origin with the qalactic layer (Wesselius and Fejes 1973) . 
In both interpretations the IVC ' s are thought to be loca l features with 
distances of the order of several hundred parsecs in agreement with inter-
stellar calcium Hand K absorption results (Oort 1969; Rickard 1972; 
Wesselius and Fejes 1973) which indicate that the IVC ' s are closer than 
about l kpc. 
Verschuur (1970) noted the apparent elongation of the IVC's along 
the direction of the local magnetic field lines derived from optical 
polarization data (Mathewson 1968) as did Heiles and Jenkins (1976) for the 
low velocity filaments in the region of the north Polar Spur . A similar 
result has b een found in the southern h e misphere ; the HI survey described 
in Chapt r 2 ha s revealed the existence of five low and intermediate 
ve locity fi lame nts which are aligned along the direction of the local 
ma gn tic field lines. Optical polarization data have b een used to determine 
dist nces o thre of th se and all three are found to b e closer than 300 
pcs . These features have been separately mapped and the intermediate 
v e locity features are individually discussed in this chapter . The 
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respective positions of the four features (A,B,C and D) to be described and 
their orientation with respect to the local magnetic field are schematically 
shown in Figure 3.1. In this figure vertical and horizontal shading 
indicates positive and negative intermediate velocity (in this case 
20 ~ Iv! ~ 60 km s-1 ) material respectively and the black lines are a 
schematic representation of the transverse component of the local magnetic 
field from optical polarization data (Mathewson 1968). The unlabelled 
feature which is not shaded is the southern hemisphere low velocity fila-
ment which was discussed in Chapter 2. The most striking aspect of this 
picture is the almost continuous arc of neutral hydrogen which extends 
from t = 250° tot= 10° along the direction of the field lines. This 
arc, which is defined by both low and positive and negative intermediate 
velocity filaments follows exactly a similar arc in the 408 MHz radio 
polarization map of Mathewson and Milne (1965) which was presented in 
Figure 2.14. It is interesting to note that the radio polarization is 
particularly high in the region of Feature A. 
J.2 Feature A 
This low intensity positive intermediate velocity feature is barely 
visible in the positive intermediate velocity photograph of the HI 
column density presented in Figure 2.3a, where it appears as two individual 
wispy filamer.ts located at 325° (, t (, 343°, -40° ~ b (, -20° and 
350° (, t ~ 356°, -15° (, b ~ -10° . In fact these two filaments are part of 
a much larger feature which covers some five hundred square degrees of 
O O O 0 
sky in the direction 325 (, t (, 10 , -35 (, b (, -3 as shown in Figure 3.2 
which is a map of the velocity variation in the cloud. All velocities in 
this chapter refer to the observed radial velocity at peak temperature and 
have been corrected to the local standard of rest. The velocity range of 
-1 this feature, 20 (, v ~ 50 km s precludes its complete representation in 
FIGURE 3.1 
Positions of low and intermediate veloci.ty HI filaments 
in the southern hemisphere. Horizontal and vertical shading 
represents positive and negative intermediate velocity gas, 
respectively. The black lines are a schematic representation 
of the direction of the local magnetic field from Mathewson 
(1968). 
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FIGURE 3.2 
Radial velocity (LSR) map of Feature A in km s-l 
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Figure 2.3a where the velocity cutoff is 30 Jan s-l The dashed line in 
Figure 3.2 at t = 10°, -10° ~ b ~ -3° represents the detection limit of the 
feature; at higher longitudes it cannot be distinguished from background 
emission from the galactic p lane. A search for a possible extension above 
the plane was made up to b = +50° but no evidence of such an extension was 
found. A few complexes of lower velocity HI 
-1 (V ~ 15 km s ) were 
detected at t = 40°, b = 40°, which are also apparent in the HI surveys 
of Tolbert (1971) and Heiles and Habing (1974), but no obvious connection 
with Feature A was appare~t. The velocity halfwidths of Feature A vary 
-1 -1 
between 16 and 27 km s with an average value of 20 km s . 
The variation of brightness temperature in the feature is shown 
in Figure 3.3. The contour unit is 1 °K. 
Figure 3.4 is a map of the HI colwnn density in units of 10
19 
-2 
atoms cm The heavy black lines denote the direction of the local 
magnetic field . The striking alignment of this feature with the direction 
of the field allows optical polarization data to be used to determine its 
distance using the technique outlined in Chapter 2. The result is shown 
in Figure 3.5 which is a plot of percentage polarization against distance 
modulus for the 27 stars observed by Mathewson and Ford (1970) in that 
direction. The sharp increase in polarization at (m-M) = 6.85 is 
attributed to the dust in the feature which places it at a distance of 
235 + 30 pc. The distance over which the polarization continues to 
increase gives a crude estimate of the thickness of the cloud, which for 
Feature A is 105 pc with an uncertainty of about 50%. This distance, plus 
the fact that the feature crosses o0 longitude without changing sign in 
velocity indicates that the cloud cannot be partaking in galactic rotation. 
If it were, it should be located at a distance of about 25 kpc. 
The mass of the cloud was calculated using the expression: 
FIGURE 3. 3 
Map of brightness temperature in Feature A. 
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FIGURE 3.4 
Map of HI column density for Feature A. Contour unit 
19 -2 is 10 atoms cm Heavy black lines are a schematic 
represe ntation of the direction of the local magnetic field 
from Mathewson (1968). 
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FIGURE 3.5 
Distance to Feature A from optical polarization data. 
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where R is the distance to the cloud in pcs, 
90 
A. the area of a surface 
1. 
element on the sky and N H. 
1. 
-2 
the corresponding column density in atoms cm 
The mass of Feature A is found to be 3.25 x 10
3 
M, 
0 
-3 
of 105 pc , the density is 0 . 2 atoms cm 
and assuming a thickness 
The possibility of making an independent check on the distance to 
Feature A using interstellar calcium Hand K absorption lines was also 
investigated as there was some doubt as to whether the hydrogen column 
density of the cloud was sufficiently high to produce an observable absorp-
tion line . The criteria of Spitzer et al. (1950) and Van Woerden, as 
stated in Habing (1966) for the detection of an absorption line are: 
(1) The equivalent width W should exceed 16 mR . 
(2 ) The absorption at the centre of the line should be at least 10% 
or the optical depth T should be~ 0 . 11 . 
0 
+ The ratio of Ca ions to hydrogen atoms can be derived from the 
empirical relation of Howard et al . (1963) and the optical depth from 
Stromgren ' s (1948) theory . The relevant calculations, given in Appendix 1, 
show that it is unlikely that an interstellar absorption line will be 
detected from an HI region with a column density lower than 1 . 5 x 10
20 
-2 
atoms cm In Feature A there is a 15 square degree area where this 
condition is met but no star with a spectral type earlier than B3 exists 
in that area closer than 1 kpc. 
Th mpirical relation of Jloward et al. 
+ (1963) for the Ca /H ratio 
(e qn . 1, Appendix 1) has an inherent uncertainty of almost an order of 
magnitude . For this reason , spectra of 21 early type stars in the 
direction of Feature A were take n on the 74-inch telescope at Mount 
Stromlo Observatory using the coude spectrograph at a dispersion of 6 . 7 A/mm . 
These spectra were examined for interstellar absorption lines associate d 
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with Feature A; no velocity correlation was found. The results are 
listed in Table 3 .1. 
One interesting result of this investigation concerns the distance 
distribution of the low velocity gas at negative latitudes in the longitude 
range 334° ~ t ~ 5° . Of the 21 stars observed , 14 were closer than 500 pcs; 
of these only two showed interstellar absorption lines, both of which were 
correlated with the low velocity III. Five of the remaining seven stars 
mar distant tha n 500 pcs showed inte rste llar absorption lines corre l ated 
with the low velocity HI . A similar result has been reported by Rickard 
(1975); only one of the eight stars observed by him in the region 
0 ~ 13 showed interstellar Ca II . This would suggest 
that there is a severe depletion of low velocity gas out to a distance of 
500 pcs in the direction of Feature A. Unlike the association of the 
negative velocity IVC ' s in the northern hemisphere with a "hole" in the 
low velocity gas, there is no obvious minimum in the integrated column 
density maps for the low velocity gas ·in the direction of Feature A 
(Fig. 2 . 2) . However , it is difficult to estimate what an average value of 
the column density in that region should be because of the confusing 
effect of the many inte nse low velocity filaments in the surrounding area . 
It was pointed out in Chapter 2 that the difficiency of neutral hydrogen 
in this direction is consistent with Weaver's suggestion that parts of the 
Sco- Ce n bubble may already have passed us by . 
The combination of high optical polarization and low HI surface 
d e n s ity observed in Feature A indica t es that the gas to dust ratio in this 
feature may b e significantly less than the - 100:1 gas to dust ratio 
e stablished by Sturch (1969), Jenkins and Savage (1974) and Knapp and 
Kerr (1974b ) from the average gas to reddening ratio 
NHI 21 -2 -1 
~~ ~ 5 x 10 cm mag 
EB-V 
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The maximum absorption observed in the direction of Feature A is 
0 . 6 mag for the star HD 165024 which is located at t = 343.3°, b = -13.5° 
at a distance of 457 pcs (Mathewson and Ford 1970) . This star has also 
been observed for Ca II interstellar absorption (Table 3.1); no absorption 
line was found, implying that the only HI out to a distance of 457 pcs in 
that direction was that associated with Feature A which has a column 
density of 0.4 x 1020 atoms cm- 2 at that position. A contribution to the 
total HI column density of up to 1.5 x 10
20 
atoms cm-
2 
for the low 
v e locity gas is also allowed by the calculations in Appendix 1 so that a 
reasonable estimate for the total column density in that direction out to 
20 -2 
457 pcs is 0.4 ~ NH I ~ 0.9 x 10 atoms cm This implies a gas/reddening 
21 1021 -2 -1 
relationship of 0.2 x 10 to 0.9 x cm mag or assuming a grain 
-13 -9 
mass of 2 x 10 g and a grain cross section for absorption of 1 x 10 
2 cm (Allen 1 973 ) , a gas to dust ratio by mass of 0 . 6:1 to 2.6:l which is 
some two orders of magnitude lower than the classical value . 
Sturch (1969) found that the deviations from the average HI/EB-V 
ratio derived from 21-cm line and reddening data for about 40 RR Lyrae 
stars wer larger than could be attributed to observational error. Data 
from the Ophiuchus region in particular yielded HI/E ratios as low as B-V 
21 -2 -1 
2.4 x 10 cm mag Heiles (1976a) , in an extensive study of galaxy 
counts, HI , and reddening as extinction indicators, found outstanding 
deviations in his average relationship between HI and galaxy counts in 
the Sco-Oph and Perseus regions , which implied absorption excesses of up 
to 0 . 6 mag . Sturch (1969) and He iles (1976a) suggest that these results 
s upport the suggestion made by Varsavsky (1968) , that the observed gas to 
dust ratio will decrease in regions of high dust density due to the 
formation of H , which simultaneously decreases the III gas density and 
2 
increases the effective absorption cross section of the grains . This 
theory has received observational support from the results of Spitzer 
HD No. R. A. 
153261 16h59m37 5 
156838 17 21 40 
157246 17 23 18 
158408 17 29 04 
158427 17 29 55 
158926 17 31 54 
160578 17 40 45 
161783 17 48 26 
165024 18 04 41 
165793 18 07 41 
166197 18 09 16 
166596 18 11 27 
167128 18 15 01 
167756 18 16 53 
168905 18 22 30 
169467 18 25 08 
17103 4 18 32 20 
172910- 18 42 40 
173948 18 49 54 
189103 19 58 07 
193924 20 23 40 
TABLE 3.1 
INTERSTELLAR CA K ABSORPTION RESULTS FOR FEATURE A 
i b V 
Spectral 
Dec (mag) type 
- 58°54m51 5 330°40 ' -10°19' 6 .1 B2 V 
- 62 50 38 328 53 - 14 45 5.68 B2 IV 
- 56 21 41 334 39 - 11 28 3.33 Bl IB 
- 37 16 53 351 16 - 01 50 2.68 B2 IV 
- 49 51 55 350 45 - 08 49 2 . 94 B2 . 5 V 
- 37 05 00 351 44 - 02 12 1. 62 Bl V 
- 39 01 19 351 02 - 04 43 2.41 B2 IV 
-53 36 36 338 56 -13 11 5 . 9 B3 V 
-50 06 11 343 20 -13 49 3 . 66 B2 IB 
-36 40 18 355 45 -08 09 6.57 Bl IB 
-33 48 21 358 27 -07 05 6 . 15 B2 III 
-41 21 26 351 53 -10 58 5.46 B2.5 III 
- 56 01 34 338 23 -1 7 41 5 . 54 B3 V 
-42 18 38 351 28 - 12 17 6 . 29 B0.5 Ia 
- 44 07 50 350 13 -12 00 5 . 24 B3 V 
-45 58 56 348 40 -15 10 3.51 B3 IV 
-3 3 02 11 01 21 -11 02 5 . 38 B3 IV 
- 35 39 34 359 48 -14 04 4 . 87 B3 V 
-62 12 50 333 37 -23 52 4.22 Bl V 
-35 21 07 05 31 -28 28 4 . 35 B3 IV 
-56 48 55 340 55 -35 11 1. 94 B3 V 
Dist. Ca K 
(pc) VLSR 
524 +4 
570 +l 
640 
143 
83 
111 
126 
302 
457 
2844 +5 
891 +5 
578 
280 0,+46 
3451 +3 
244 
158 +9 
377 
206 
366 
234 
53 
HI 
V LSR 
+3 
+l 
+6 
+7 
+3,+2 0 
+4 
+2 
I.O 
w 
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et al . (1973) and subsequent H2 observations by various authors which are 
summarized in Spitzer and Jenkins (1975) and York (1976) . 
If Feature A is to be compared with the Sco-Oph region , it must 
be borne in mind that the observed HI column density , and therefore the 
H2 formation rate , of Feature A is about an order of magnitude lowe r 
than that of the Sco- Oph region; therefore , in order to produce, as it 
does , similar deviations from the average extinction relationships , the 
dust content of Feature A must be one of the highest observed in the 
Galaxy . 
Part of Feature A, essentially that within the 2 °K brightness 
temperature contour in Figure 3 . 3, has been independently mapped by 
Mirabel and Turner (1975 ) who tried to determine it ' s distance using 
i n terstellar absorption lines . They used four stars observed by Hill 
(1970 , 1971 ) to look for coincidence between the Ca II velocities and 
the HI velocities ; no ve l ocity correlation was found and on the basis 
of this and other arguments they conc l uded that the feature was not 
local and proceeded to interpret it as material ejected from the 
Galactic nucleus . None of the stars they used were in a region where 
an absorption line might be expected on the basis of the calculations 
in Appendix 1 and therefore their conclusion about the distance of the 
feature and it ' s subsequent interpretation is incorrect. 
3. 3 Fea ture B 
This negative velocity cloud which has a velocity range of 
-1 
- 39 ~ V ~ -24 km s is best seen in the intermediate negative velocity 
pictures shown in Chapter 2 (Figs . 2.3a and 2 . 5b) , where it appears as 
a reasonably distinct cloud in the latitude range -28 ~ b ~ - 19°, 
centred approximately at£= 308° , b = -22° . It is apparent from 
Figures 2 . 3a , 2 . 5b and 2 . 10a that the cloud is located in a region of 
95 
negative velocity gas which is associated with the galactic plane. This 
is more clearly illustrated in the b-v diagrams for the latitude range 
-25° ( b ~ +25° at longitudes 305° and 312° which are presented in 
Figures 3.6 and 3.7 respectively. The observations for these b-v 
diagrams were made using the 210 ft telescope at Parkes with a velocity 
-1 -1 
c overage of -330 ~ V ~ 724 km s and a velocity resolution of 2.1 km s 
In b oth Figure 3 . 6 and 3 . 7 intermediate negative velocity components 
-1 
with velocities in the range -60 ~ V ~ - 20 km s are observed at 
intermediate latitudes . These components seem to delineate three 
separate features outside jbj ~ 2° which have been labelled X, Y and Z. 
The latitude dependence of the intensity of these features is shown in 
Figures 3 . 8 and 3.9 for i = 305° and i = 312° respectively . Features 
X and Y merge in the region of the galactic plane where they both reach 
maximum intensity implying that they are related to spiral structure, 
whereas feature z is quite a distinct cloud. In the galactic plane the 
combined features X and Y correspond to an arm located 8 . 1 to 8.5 kpc 
from the galactic centre on the Schmidt (1965) rotation model . In 
t he latitude range -25° ~ b ~ -20°, there is a significant increase in 
the intensity of feature X which implies that what is observed in 
Figures 2 . 3a and 2 . 5b as a distinct intermediate velocity cloud is 
probably a combination of an individual feature and high latitude 
spiral structure inside the solar circle. 
This combination (Feature B) nonetheless appears to follow the 
trend of the other intermediate velocity clouds in the southern hemi-
sphere insofar as it also follows the direction of the local magnetic 
field lines (Fig . 3.1). The distance to this feature is unknown because 
of insufficient optical polarization data and lack of interstellar 
absorption line data in the region . From its interpretation in Section 
5 . 2 a distance of 20 pcs is suggested for that section of the cloud 
which identifies with feature Zin Figure 3 . 6 . 
FIGURE 3.6 
b-v diagram fort= 305°. 
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TB - b diagram fort= 305°. 
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3.4 Feature C 
This second negative velocity cloud seen in Figure 2.3b at 
275° ~ i ~ 295°, -22° ~ b ~ -12°, is also located in the region of 
negative velocity gas expected from differentia l rotation. Unlike Fea-
ture B, it cannot be easily identified with any of the spiral features 
in the region. This is illustrated in Figures 3.10 and 3.11 which are 
b-v diagrams for i = 283° and i = 295° respectively. In Figure 3.10, 
Feature C appears as a distinct feature in the latitude range 
-19 ~ b ~ -17° with no surrounding spiral features; in Figure 3.11 it 
has a very patchy distribution in the latitude range -25° ~ b ~ -16° 
0 
and while there is a spiral feature that reaches down to b = -16, 
there is a velocity difference of 20 km s-l between it and Feature C. 
The hydrogen column density in the cloud, presented in Figure 
20 -2 3.12 in units of 10 atms cm , also suggests a distinct feature. The 
black line in this figure indicates the direction of the local magnetic 
field. 
-1 
The observed radial velocity varies between -26 and -44 km s 
as shown in Figure 3.13. 
0 At i = 278, the intermediate velocity profile 
merges with the low velocity gas and cannot be traced further because 
-1 
of the velocity resolution of ' the survey (7 km s ). The velocity 
-1 
halfwidths vary between 14 and 26 km s . 
At present, no optical polarization or interstellar Ca II 
absorption line data are available in this direction, so the distance is 
unknown. The mass as a function of distance is given by 
M(M) 
0 
4 2 
= 2.25 X 10 R 
with R in kpc. A theoretical estimate of the distance to this feature, 
derived from it 's interpretation in Chapter 5 is 25 + 4 pc which implies 
a mass of 14.1 + 0.4 M. 
0 
FIGURE 3.10 
b-v diagram fort= 283°. 
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b-v diagram fort= 295°. 
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Map of the HI column density for Feature C. Contour 
. 20 -2 
unit is 10 atoms cm Heavy black line is a schematic 
representation of the direction of the local magnetic field 
from Mathewson (1968). 
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This feature has recently been independently mapped by Bajaja 
et al. (1976). 
3. 5 Feature D 
This feature is located between +10° latitude and is therefore 
not included in the present HI survey. It was originally discovered by 
Cugnon (1968) and was subsequently mapped by Mirabel et al . (1974). It 
was also observed in the Magellanic Stream survey (Mathewson et al. 1974) 
and a subsequent HI survey made by the author of the region between 
0600 and 2000 hours RA for the declination range -75° ~ 6 ~ -30°. The 
results of Mirabel and Turner (1974) are used he~e because of the better 
velocity resolution (2 km s-1 ) and more complete sampling (6£ = 6b = 1°). 
The column density map of Mirabel et al. (1974) is reproduced in 
Figure 3.14. The contour unit is 10
20 
atms cm-
2 
into two zones as indicated by the solid line, 
Zone 1 £ > 342° 
Zone 2 £ ~ 342° 
The cloud is divided 
The cloud is so divided because it is very difficult to separate 
from other components associated with the Galactic Plane for longitudes 
<342°. For this reason only Zone 1 is accepted as being anomalous. A 
velocity map of this section from the results of Mirabel et al . (1974) 
is shown in Figure 3.15. Mirabel et al . (1974) summarize their results 
as: 
-1 (v) = 52 km s 
(tv) 20 km -1 = s 
(NH) 1020 -2 = 1. 5 X atms cm 
M (Zone 1) 
104 2 = 1.9 X R M (R in kpc) 0 
They examined the spectra of ten stars observed out to a distance 
of 1800 pc in that direction for interstellar Ca Hand Klines coincident 
FIGURE 3.14 
HI column density map of Feature D from Mirabel et al. 
20 -2 
Contour unit is 10 atoms cm . (1975). 
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-1 
Velocity map of Feature Din km s (LSR) from the 
results of Mirabel et al. (1975). 
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in velocity with the HI but no correlation was found . This is probably 
due to the low column density of the feature. The polarization technique 
used for the other southern hemisphere features was also applied in 
this case; the result is shown in Figure 3.16 which gives an estimated 
distance of 260 + 50 pc and a corresponding mass of 1.3 x 103 + 47 M 
for Zone 1. 
A summary of the parameters of these features is presented in 
Table 3.2. Numbers with an asterisk indicate a theoretical value. 
TABLE 3.2 
SUMMARY OF PARAMETERS FOR SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE IVC'S 
Velocity Distance Mass NH 
Feature -1 (xl02 o -2 (km s ) (pcs) (M ) atms cm ) 
0 
A -20 ~ V ~ 50 235 ± 30 3 . 25 X 10 3 0.2 ~ NH ~ 2.3 
B -39 ~ V ~ -24 21 ± 2* 
C -44 ~ V ~ -26 25 ± 4* 14 0.2 ~ NH ~ 4.0 
D 45 (: V ~ 55 260 ± 50 1. 3 X 10 3 0.5 ~ NH ~ 6.0 
0 
FIGURE 3.16 
Distance to Feature D from optical polarization data. 
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CHAPTER 4 
A SURVEY OF INTERMEDIATE LATITUDE H a 
EMISSION IN THE SOUTHERN MILKY WAY 
4.1 In troduction 
A number of Ha surveys of the Southern Milky Way were made 
prior to 1974 which include Bok et a l. (1955), Gum (1955), Rodgers 
et al . (1960) and Georgelin and Georgelin (1970). Of these only 
110 
the RCW Atlas (Rodgers et a l . 1960) presented a synoptic view of the 
g alactic Plane between+ 1s0 latitude for the longitude range 
217° ~ £ ~ 43°. As this type of presentation is by far the most 
efficient for the detection of extended diffuse nebulosity, a survey 
of intermediate latitude Ha emission was undertaken with the same 
camera to extend that atlas to approximately: 29° latitude for 
. o o SQ. the longitude range 22 0 ~ N ~ The purpose of the survey was 
to look for optical counterparts of the HI structures reported in 
Chapters 2 and 3. This area has also now been covered by a recent 
narrow-band (10~ FWHM) Ha survey of the Galaxy between+ 2s0 latitude 
(Sivan 1974) which has an estimated limiting emission me asure less 
-6 
than 30 cm pc. 
4. 2 Observations 
The surve y was made with a Me inel-Pears on 8-inc h f/1 flat 
field Sc hmidt came ra located on the mounting of the 16-inch reflector 
at Siding Spring Observatory. The diameter of the coma-fre e field 
o -1 
is 1 2 and the scale of the plate s is 17 min. arc mm The Ha 
plate s were produced using a combination of Kodak 098-01 plates with 
a Chanc e ORl filter which gives a passband (full width at half maximum) 
111 
of 480 ~ centred at 6780 ~- Two sets of plates were taken on each 
side of the galactic Plane centred 8° apart in longitude along jbj = 16° 
and jbj = 23°. The exposure time was 15 min. and the limiting emission 
measure, estimated from a comparison of these results with those 
of Reynolds et al . -6 (1974), is about 50 cm pc. 
4. 3 The Atlas 
The plates were used to contruct a set of six mosaics which 
are presented in Figures 4.1 to 4.6 with accompanying overlays in 
galactic and equatorial (1950) coordinates. Figure 4.7 is a composite 
picture of the RCW Atlas and this survey. There is no accompanying 
overlay in this case because of the inaccuracies at high latitudes 
associated with the projection, however, the numbers 1 to 6 refer 
to Plates 1 to 6 so that accurate positions can be determined. The 
region of nebulosity detected in the survey are listed in Table 4.1, 
the columns of which contain the following information: 
Column 1 
Column 2 
3 
Column 4 
Column 5 
Column 6 
Region Number (numbers follow on from RCW catalogue). 
Galactic coordinates of approximate centre. 
Angular size in minutes of arc. 
Index to remarks following the table. 
References to other surveys in which the emission (or part 
thereof) is visible. RCW - Rodgers et al. (1960), 
R - Reynolds et al . (1974), S - Sivan (1974). 
FIGURES 4.1 to 4.6 
Ha mosaics for six regions of the southern Milky Way, 
the positions of which are shown in galactic and 
equatorial (1950) coordinates on the accompanying 
overlays. 
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FIGURE 4.7 
A synoptic view of the HU emission from the region of 
o o I I o the Galaxy enclosed by 220 ~ l ~ 5, b ~ 29 from the results 
of this survey and those of Rodgers et al . (1960). The numbers 
1 to 6 refer to Figures 4.1 to 4.6 so that accurate positions 
can be determined. 
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TABLE 4 .1 
No . £ b Angular . Remarks References 
C C size 
183 221. 6 -13. 2 540 X 300 R,S 
184 225 . 2 -23.0 420 X 290 s 
185 251. 5 12.5 750 X 210 RCW,S 
186 259 . 3 -14. 0 1 280 X 360 1 s 
187 266.2 13 . 0 640 X 168 RCW,S 
188 279 . 0 23 .7 360 X 180 2 
189 287 . 7 24 . 0 300 X 200 2 
190 290 . 0 -22.7 720 X 480 3 
191 315 . 3 -23.0 288 X 210 4 
192 350 . 0 23 .0 300 X 210 5 s 
193 352 . 0 13.0 360 X 180 5 s 
194 356 . 5 22 .5 330 X 330 5 s 
195 4.5 - 14 .8 240 X 160 
Remarks to Table 4 . 1 
l This high latitude section of the Gum Nebula is positionally corre-
-1 
lated with an HI component which has a velocity of about 60 km s . 
Spectra of the Ha emission , taken with the Cassegrain spectrograph 
on the 74- inch telescope at Mount Stromlo Observatory by Don 
Mathewson and Vince Ford, indicate that this correlation is probably 
coincidenta l because the maximum Ha ve l ocity observed is about 20 km 
-1 
s (see Section 2 . 6) . 
2 This very weak emission region corresponds in position with an area 
of h ig h and intermediate positive velocity HI clouds detected by 
Wannier et al. (19 7 2 ). Six optical spectra of t h e region we re taken ; 
no velocity corre l ation was found for the high v e locity HI and the 
-1 
r solution of th e spectrograph (50 km s ) wa s too low to determine 
any correlation with t h e intermediate ve locity gas . 
3 Th e nature of this weak , extended object is uncertain ; it may b e a 
reflection nebula as it lies in a region of reflection nebulosity. 
Th e thumb-print nebula is centred at i = 302 . 64 , b -1 5 . 94 
(Fitzgerald et al . 1976) and RCW 191 is centred at£= 315 . 3 , b = - 23 . 0 . 
Rema.rks to Table 4.1 
(continued) 
4 A reflection nebula illuminated by the integrate d light of the 
Galaxy (Danziger et al . 1974). 
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5 This r eg ion is complicated by a high background stellar density 
which makes e xact determination of emission regions difficult in 
the absence of comparison plates. Suggested centres and sizes may 
not be accurate . 
4. 4 Swronary of Results 
Only two positional correlations of optical emission with 
anomalous HI features have been found; in neither case does the 
optical emission show the same radial velocity as the HI emission 
indicating that the correlation is coincidental. Further high 
resolution spectra are needed for RCW 188 and 189 to determine 
whether r not they are correlated with a very extended region of 
positive intermediate velocity HI (Wannier et al . 1972). No optical 
counterparts for any of the low or intermediate velocity filaments 
described in Chapters 2 and 3 were found . 
Five of the nebulosities detected do not appear on Sivan ' s (1974) 
atlas which would normally suggest that they are reflection nebulae 
in view of the passbands used, and the limiting emission measures 
reache d in the two surveys. However , as spectra of two of these 
regions have been obtained this is not necessarily true ; it may be 
that Sivan ' s limiting emission measure is overestimated . 
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CHAPTER 5 
AN INTERMEDIATE VELOCITY EXPANDING HI 
S 1-1 E L L I N S C O R P I O - C E N T A U R U S 
5. 1 Introduction 
The total sky distribution of the low velocity neutral hydrogen gas 
(Fig . 2 . 2) presents a very complex picture of inhomogeneities in the gas 
structure in the local region of the Galaxy . There are many coherent 
structural features of both large and small angular extent which do not 
conform to the traditional , although admittedly over-simplified , models 
for the large scale distribution of the Galactic gas, which imply that 
the observed column density of neutral hydrogen at a given position will 
be independent of longitude t , and will be a simple function of 
latitude b alone , specifically: 
A number of these large scale features , namely those in the longi-
tude range 250° ~ t ~ 40° are aligned with the direction of the local 
magnetic lines as was first pointed out by Heiles and Jenkins (1976) , who 
showed that the E-vectors of polarized starlight (Mathewson and Ford 1970) 
lie precisely along the arching HI filaments . This alignment of HI 
f ea tures with the local magne tic field is not unique to the low velocity 
gas , in Chapter 3 it was also s een to apply to the intermediate velocity 
(in this cas 20 ~ V ~ 55 km s- 1 ) filaments in the south rn hemisphere . 
Despite an order of magnitude difference in the relative column densities 
of the low and intermediate velocity filaments , their excellent positional 
correlation and their alignment with the local magnetic field implies 
that thy are in some way related . When the northern and southern 
hemispher results are combined these features are found to form an almost 
complete loop some 70° in angular radius centred in the direction of 
the Scorpio Centaurus association of B stars (Blaauw 1946) . 
From an extensive examination of the low velocity gas in the 
northern hemisphere , Weaver (1977) has derived a model of the gas in 
the larger neighbourhood of the Sun (500 pcs) which can reproduce 
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the large scale features in the low velocity range and their relation 
to the local magnetic field . In his model , stellar winds from the 
early type stars in the Sco-Cen association have blown out the foetal 
gas remaining after cluster birth into a gigantic bubble (radius - 160 pc) 
of the type predicted by Castor et a l . (1975) . This bubble is 
-1 
expanding at 3 km s and is observed as arching HI filaments . The 
magnetic field , initially trapped in the gas because of the imbalance 
of magnetic and hydrostatic pressure , was also drawn out along a 
spherical surface giving rise to the unusual distribution of the 
optical polarization vectors (Mathewson and Ford 1970). 
It is to the intermediate velocity features that appear to be 
associated with this low velocity bubble that this chapter directs 
particular attention . It ' s purpose is to derive a model for the 
intermediate velocity gas which can reproduce the observed features 
and explain their apparent association with the low velocity shell. 
5. 2 Model Fitting 
The velocity and distance information for the five anomalous 
HI features which follow the direction of the local magnetic field 
in the southern hemisphere , suggests the existence of an expanding 
0 0 
shell of HI centred in the approximate direction i = 320 , b = 20. 
To dete rmine whether or not this is the case , a simple geometrical 
model of an expanding shell , with centre in the direction i , b , at C C 
a distanc R with she ll radius r, was constructed to show the , s 
variation of radial velocity and distance as a function of longitude 
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and latitude for a given expansion velocity v. (The model calculations 
are given in Appendix 2). The parameters of the model were varied 
and the results compared with the observations until a best fitting 
model was found . 
In no case could the models reproduce both the low and 
intermediate velocity features satisfactorily; in most models , the 
southern hemisphere low velocity filament at£= 286°, b = -26°, 
and the northern low velocity filament which emerges perpendicular 
0 
to the plane at £ = 40 , approached a reasonable fit, but the low 
velocity filaments above the plane in the longitude range 300~ ~ £ ~ 360° 
could not be reproduced by any model which attempted to reproduce 
the intermediate velocity filaments . Weaver (1977) has shown that 
-1 
these low velocity filaments are part of a shell expanding at 3 km s 
therefore, while this shell can easily reproduce the southern 
hemisphere low velocity filament, it can not explain the intermediate 
velocity gas . 
A series of expanding shell models were tried for the intermediate 
velocity gas; the criteria adopted for whether or not a given model 
could be said to fit the observations were : 
(1) The range of theoretical and observed radial velocities within 
each cloud should agree to within 10 km s-
1
. 
(2 ) The theoretical and observational distance estimates should 
agree to wi thin 10%. 
The xpansion velocity was effectively set by the small velocity 
-1 0 
range(9 km s ) observed in Feature D. The 90 longitude interval 
between Features A and C, and the 40° latitude interva l between 
Features A and D, set the direction of the centre to within+ 3° 
when the above criteria were applied . The combination of distance to 
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the centre and linear radius of the shell was determined by the observa-
tional distances to Features A and D. 
The parameters of the best fitting mode l are: 
1 = 322.5 + 3 C 
b = 20.0 + 3 C 
R = 170 + 15 pc 
r = 156 + 4 pc 
s -
V = 60 + · 5~ s 
-1 
= 67° + 30 
This centre is close to, but not coincident with, the centre of the 
extensive Sco-Cen association of B stars (Blaauw 1946), which is centred 
0 in the direction 1 = 330 , b = +15 at a distance of 170 pcs (Allen 1973), 
and which, as Weaver (1977) has shown, is also the centre of the low 
-1 
velocity HI shell which is expanding at 3 ~ s . It should however be 
kept in mind that the centre of the intermediate velocity shell has been 
determined using only l/20th of the shell surface, and therefore, while 
the model fits the small fraction of the shell actually observed, the 
centre may not necessarily be absolutely correct. Furthermore, the 
criteria used are very strict in view expected inhomogeneities in the 
interstellar medium. 
Comparison with Observations 
The positions of all the intermediate velocity features observed 
between 1 = 240° and 1 = 40° are schematically superimposed on the radial 
velocity/distance contours predicted by the model in Figure 5.1. The 
numbers above and below the contours are the theoretical distances in par-
secs for the positive and negative intermediate velocity material 
FIGURE 5.1 
Radial velocity/distance contours predicted by best 
fitting expanding shell model for the 
intermediate velocity gas 
in the longitude range 240° ~ t ~ 40°. Velocities are 
listed 
horizontally and distances are listed 
vertically. The distances 
above and below the contours refer to 
the positive and negative 
velocity gas respectively. Also schematically represented are 
all intermediate velocity features observed in this longitude 
range. The numbers within the individual clouds are their 
observed velocity ranges. 
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respectively , and the numbers within the individual clouds are their 
observed ranges of radia l velocity at peak temperature in km s-l 
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The southern hemisphere features fit the model reasonably well; the 
theoretical and observational results for Features A, B, C and Dare 
shown in Table 5.1 . In the case of Feature B two velocity ranges are 
shown: 1 the total velocity range of the cloud , which , from the discussion 
in Section 3 . 3 probably includes a high latitude spiral arm contribution 
and 2 the velocity range of the distinct part of Feature B which does not 
appear to b r e lated to spiral struc ture . This cloud was not included in 
the model fitting because of its possible relation to spiral structure 
but the fact that the distinct part of Feature B nonetheless fits the 
-1 
model to within 1 km s strongly suggests that at least part of Feature 
Bis part of the e xpanding shell . I n all cases the correct velocity range 
-1 is obse rve d to within 10 km s , and the distances p redicted for Features 
A and D agree with those derived from the polarization data to within 10%. 
There i s in general however , no convincing ev ide nce for the systematic 
velocity trends through the clouds p r e dicted by the mode l wi th the possible 
except i on of Feature C (see Figs. 3 . 2 , 3 . 1 3 and 3 . 15). 
The data for the northern hemisphere section of the shell are taken 
from He iles and Habing (1974) and Fejes (1971) . The fact that both posi-
tive and n gative velocity gas is observed in this region, sometimes at 
the same position, led Fe jes (1971) to conclude that this material was 
-1 
part of a shell expanding at about 50 km s Wesselius and Fejes (1973) 
p lac d limit s on th distance to this gas using interst llar Ca Hand K 
absorption line s; thy find that it is located between 10 and 400 pcs. 
Fe j e s (1971) , using the interstellar absorption line results of Habing 
(1969) suggests that the positive velocity gas is more distant than 140 pcs. 
The se distanc e e stimates are in good agreement with the predictions of the 
model as can be seen from Figure 5 . 1 . 
TABLE 5.1 
- 1 SUMMARY OF OBSERVED VS . THEORETICAL VELOCITIES (KM S ) AND DISTANCES (PC) FOR SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE IVC'S 
Feature A Feature B Feature C Feature D 
Velocity Distance Velocity Distance Velocity Distance Velocity Distance 
l 
-39 ~ V ~ -24 -Observed 20 ~ V ~ 50 235 ± 30 2
-40 ~ V ~ -38 -44 ~ V ~ -26 - 47 ~ V ~ 56 260 ± 50 -
Theoretical 26 ~ V ~ 47 222 ± 48 
1
-43 ~ V ~ - 3.0 21 ± 2 
- 36 ~ V ~ -23 25 ± 4 45 ~ V ~ 55 282 ± 25 2
-39 ~ V ~ -37 20 ± 1 
.... 
tv 
-..J 
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While the correct range of velocity is observed in this region th e re 
is no systematic agreement; the velocity does not increase with longitude 
as the model predicts , in fact there are no obvious trends in velocity, 
instead the gas in this region seems to be very 'disturbed' as is 
illustrated by the 12 representative profiles of the area taken from 
Heiles and Habi~g (1974) and presented in Figure 5.2. 
There are three important overall correlations between the low and 
intermediate material which give some insight to the physical reality in 
this region: 
(1) The intermediate velocity filaments are observed only where the 
low velocity filaments disappear. 
(2) The observed column densities of the low velocity filaments are, 
on average, an order of magnitude higher than those of the intermediate 
velocity filaments. 
(3) The distances to the intermediate velocity filaments are approxi-
mately the same as those predicted in Weaver's (1977) model for the low 
velocity filaments at these positions, if they were observed. 
These three facts suggest that what is now observed as part of an 
expanding intermediate velocity shell, is in fact, the less dense portions 
of the original low velocity shell which have been accelerated into the 
intermeaiate velocity range by a second shock front. Such a model can 
easily explain the observed anticorrelation of position and column density 
for the low and intermediate velocity filaments. The presence of negative 
velocity gas below the plane in the longitude range 275° ~ t ~ 320°, 
suggests that not all of the low velocity shell can have passed us by 
if these filaments were initially part of the low velocity shell . This 
would support Weaver's (1977) suggestion that the surface of the low 
velocity shell is very irregular. This interpretation may also explain 
FIGURE 5.2 
Profiles from He iles and Habing (1974) showing erratic 
behaviour of the gas in region E. 
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why the gas in region E does not fit the model very well, in fact the 
very existence of a disturbed region suggests that, in this region, the 
two shells are currently interacting. This area may also be further 
-1 
complicated by the - 50 km s HI component which extends from the 
region of Loop IIIn to i ~ 247.5 (Weaver 1977). 
Thickness of the Shell 
From the polarization results in Section 3.2 the projected thickness 
of Feature A was found to be 105 + 30 pc. As this is likely to be an 
overestimate because of scatter in the polarization results the smaller 
value is adopted, i . e. 75 pcs. This corresponds to a thickness of 52 
pcs in the frame of reference of the shell which is in reasonable agreement 
with that evaluated by Weaver (1977) for the low velocity shell (- 40 pcs). 
If an expanding shell has an appreciable thickness , large velocity 
halfwidths are expected which will reach maximum values on a line of sight 
tangential to the inner surface of the shell. In the case of the low 
velocity sections of the shell no apparent increase in velocity halfwidth 
-1 
is expected because the expansion velocity is only 3 km s and therefore 
-1 
the maximum contribution to the velocity halfwidth is - 6 km s which 
will be completely submerged under the typical low velocity profile which 
-1 
has a halfwidth of 15-20 km s 
The maximum velocity halfwidths expected from a shell of thickness 
-1 -1 52 pcs , expanding at 60 km s are - 80 km s if the shell is complete. 
However, as can be seen in Figure 5.1 the intermediate velocity shell is 
far from complete and therefore the velocity halfwidths will be very 
-1 
muc h less than 80 km s . A simple calculation shows that the maximum 
velocity halfwidth expe cted for Feature A, which is the largest coherent 
-1 
section of the shell observed is 24 km s which is in good agreement 
with the observations - the maximum velocity halfwidth observed f o r 
-1 
Feature A is 27 km s . 
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Kinetic Energy in the Shell 
The total mass observed in the southern hemisphere section of the 
shell (excluding Feature B) is 4.56 X 103 M which implies a kinetic 
® 
energy of 1.63 X 1050 ergs and a momentwn of 2 . 7 105 M km -1 if X s I 
0 
the expansion velocity is 60 km s-l As only a small fraction of the 
shell is observed the total kinetic energy involved was estimated by 
asswning an isotropic energy distribution and integrating over the surface 
of the sphere. The asswnption of isotropy was tested by evaluating the 
total energy from two different Features (A and C); the results agreed to 
within 40%. 
The result from Feature A, which is the largest and most massive 
section of the shell observed was accepted as being the most representative. 
This feature subtends a solid angle on the sky of 0.144 steradians which 
translates to a solid angle · of 0.473 steradians projected at the centre of 
the sphere . 
50 The kinetic energy of Feature A is 1.16 x 10 ergs ; it follows 
51 
that the total kinetic energy in the shell is 3.1 x 10 ergs. The 'total' 
4 6 -1 
mass and momentwn are 8.6 x 10 M and 5.2 x 10 M km s respectively. 
0 0 
It is concluded from the evidence presented above that the low and 
intermediate velocity filaments which are aligned along the direction of 
the local magnetic field in the longitude range 240° ~ i ~ 40° can be under-
stood in terms of a complex expanding HI shell of radius - 156 pc and 
thickness - 52 pc centred in the Sco-Cen association. The low velocity 
sections of the shell are the result of mass loss from the collective stars 
in the association (Weaver 1977) and the i~termediate velocity sections of 
the shell are portions of the original low velocity bubble which have been 
accelerated into the intermediate velocity range by a subsequent shock 
51 
front whose origin must be capable of imparting at least 3 x 10 ergs to 
the interstellar mediwn . 
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5.3 Association with Continuum Emission 
Weaver (1977) has constructed a picture of the ga lactic continuum 
emission in the northern sky as it appears at 820 MHz from the obse rvations 
of Berkhuijsen (1971). In this photograph, which is reproduced in Figure 
5.3, the three well known Loops in non-thermal emission can be clearly 
distinguished: 
Loop I centred at approximately t = 330°, b = 17.5° 
Loop II " " " t = 100°, b =-32.5° 
Loop III " " " t = 124° , b = 15.5° 
As Loop I has approximately the same direction and extent as both 
the low and intermediate velocity HI loops, it is of interest to 
establish whether or not the non-thermal emission is causally related to 
the HI loops. Weaver (1977) has concluded that while there is a close 
relationship between the low velocity gas in the region of the North 
Polar Spur section of Loop I and the non-thermal emission, they are not 
causally related. 
Loop I may only be associated with the intermediate velocity shell 
if it has approximately the same centre, distance and angular extent. A 
number of centres and angular radii have been assigned to Loop I which 
are summarized in Table 5.2. 
In the first four cases, the direction of the centre Ci, b) and 
C C 
the angular radius (8) were derived by the technique of fitting small 
circles to the observational data on the assumption that the continuum 
loop is a projection on the sky of a uniform sphere in space . Weaver 
(1977) has produced a computer enhanced picture of Loop I where the very 
intense emission from the Galactic Plane has been removed to allow the 
edge of ·the Loop to be traced to lower latitudes, enabling a more accurate 
set of parameters to be determined. This picture is reproduced in 
FIGURE 5 .3 
Photograph of the northern sky at 820 MHz from Weaver 
(1977). (Blackness denotes intensity regions.) 
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TABLE 5 . 2 
.Q, b 8 
C C 
329 . 0° ± 1. 5° 17.5° ± 3° 
1) 0 58 . 0 + 2 
33 0 . 0° ± 2 . 0° 19 .5° ± 2° S7.5° + 1.5° 
330 . 0° 20 . 0° 
336 . 0° ± 1. 0° 24 . 0° ± 1° 57 . 0° + 1.0° 
325.0° 17.5° 67 . 0° 
Reference 
Haslam et al. (1971), Salter 
Quigley and Haslam (1965) 
Large et ai. (1962) 
Weaver (1977) 
Spoelstra (1972) 
(1970) 
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Figure 5.4; the white dots around the edge of the Loop r epresent the 
projection of Weaver's best-fitting small circle, the parameters of which 
are given in Table 5.2. 
This projection of Loop I is superimposed on the projections of the 
best-fitting models for the intermediate velocity gas in Figure 5.5. In 
0 0 0 
this picture the three loops labelled 8 = 63.4 , 67.0 , 70.0 represent 
the shells that can reproduce the intermediate velocity material to within 
the criteria used in Section 5.2. A reasonable agreement between the HI 
0 loops and Weaver's projection of Loop I is found at i = 30 but Loop I 
deviates very markedly from the intermediate velocity HI loops in the 
longitude range 250° ~ i ~ 340°, in fact it excludes Feature C altogether . 
This would suggest that the intermediate velocity HI shell and Loop I are 
not causally related. 
The fourth set of parameters for Loop I in Table 5.2 were derived 
by Spoelstra (1972), in an attempt to reproduce the observed distribution 
of non-thermal emission and radio polarization in Loop I from a theoret-
ical model of the Van der Laan (1962) type for a shell expanding in the 
interstellar medium. His results, which are in reasonable (but not 
perfect) agreement with the angular distribution and intensity of emission 
and polarization, imply an angular radius of 67° for the Loop which he 
0 0 
suggests is centred in the direction i = 325 , b = 17.5 at a distance of 
115 pc. No errors are given for the direction of the centre, but from the 
t t th t b about So. ex ey appear o e The model is not critically dependent 
on distance as he states that variations of up to 30% did not significantly 
affect the r esults. 
These parameters are remarkably close to those derived for the 
intermediate velocity HI shell; the direction of the centre of the non-
thermal Loop is within the errors for that of the HI shell and the angular 
radius is 67° in both cases . The two loops therefore project exactly 
on one another as is shown in Figure 5.5. 
FIGURE 5.4 
Computer enhanced picture of Loop I. The dots around 
the edge of the Loop represent Weaver's (1977) best fitting 
small circle. 
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FIGURE 5 . 5 
Projections of Loop I from Weaver (1977) and Spoelstra 
(1972) on best fitting models for intermediate velocity expand-
o 0 
ing HI shell (8 = 63.4 , 67.0 , and 70.0) . 
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The centres and angular radii for Loop I derived from (a) fitting 
small circles to the edge of the non-thermal emission (Weaver 1977) and 
(b) a theoretical model (Spoelstra! 1972) differ markedly from one another . 
The basic difference between the two techniques is that in the theoretical 
model the orientation of the magnetic field, which significantly affects 
the distribution of non-thermal emission, is taken into account. 
The effect of the magnetic field is illustrated in Figure 5.6 which 
is a reproduction of Figure 19 of Spoelstra (1972) which shows the relative 
intensities of non-thermal emission and radio polarization predicted by the 
model for Loop I. It is immediately apparent that the distribution of non-
thermal emission is (a) very incomplete and (b) not quite circular and 
therefore the technique of fitting small circles to the observational data 
(which is based on the assumption of a uniformly spherical distribution of 
emission) may lead to a misleading result. 
Loop I may only be definitely associated with the HI shell if they 
both have the same distance. The distance derived for the centre of the 
intermediate velocity HI shell from the model calculations is 170 ± 15 pcs. 
Berkhuijsen (1973) has adopted a distance of 130 ± 75 pcs to the centre of 
the non-thermal shell from a combination of the results of optical polar-
ization, (Mathewson 1968; Mathewson and Ford 1970; Seymour 1969), radio 
polarization (Spoelstra 1971, 1972), model fitting (Spoelstra 1972) and 
absorption of soft X-rays by neutral hydrogen (Bunner et al . 1972). As 
(1) these distance estimates agree to within the errors and (2) Spoelstra ' s 
(1972) projection of Loop I projects exactly on the best fitting loop for 
the intermediate velocity shell, it is suggested that the non-thermal and 
HI loops may be causally related. This association however must remain 
questionable until such time as more accurate centres for both the inter-
mediate velocity HI shell and the non-thermal Loop are determined. While 
Spoelstra's centre is probably the best estimate so far, it is not 
FIGURE 5.6 
The North Polar Spur as calculated by Spoelstra (1972) 
from Van der Laan's (1962) model. The intensity scale is 
relative with a linear increase between contour levels . The 
polarization intensities (on a relative scale) and directions 
at 1415 MHz are also indicated. 
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necessarily the correct one as the model assumes that the sphere expands 
in a uniform medium dragging the magnetic field with it whereas the 
physical situation is one where the magnetic field was already drawn out 
into a spherical shape by the low velocity HI bubble and th e subsequen t 
supernova which is thought to be the origin of the non-thermal Loop 
expanded essentially in a vacuum until such time as it inte racte d with the 
low velocity HI shell . 
5. 4 Origin 
Optical (Conti and Leep 1974; Hutchings 1976) and ultraviolet 
(Morton 1967; Smith 1970 ; Snow and Morton 1976) observations show that 
stars brighter than ~ol = -6.0 have strong stellar winds with terminal 
-1 
velocitie s reaching 1500-2000 km s and mass loss rates approac hing 
-5 -1 10 M yr 
0 
As Castor et al . (1 9 75) have pointed out, these winds can 
contribute , over the lifetime of the star , energy of the order of 10
50 
e rgs to the surrounding interstel l a r me dium, whi c h is comparable to that 
contributed by a supernova shell (Woltj er 1972 ). Each of the s e processes 
must therefore b e considered as a possible origin for the intermediate 
velocity HI shell . 
a) Mass Loss Model 
The formation of circumste llar shells by strong stellar winds which 
are characte ristic of stars of spectral type e arlier than 82 has b ee n 
investigate d by Cas tor et al . (1975) and others referre d therein . They 
find that the int raction of these stellar winds with the surrounding 
interste llar medium can produce dense circumstellar shells which e volve 
in an analagous way to a supernova s h 11. 
Cas tor et al . (1975) define the radius and expansion velocity of 
such a she ll at time t by 
and 
where t\ is 
v 2000 is 
t6 is 
R ( t) 
s 
28 
V 2 ) 1/5 
2000 
n 
0 
t 315 (pcs) 
6 
the mass loss rate in units of 10-6 M 
-1 yr 
0 
the stellar wind velocity in units of 2000 
the age of the shell in units of 106 years 
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(1) 
(2) 
km -1 s 
and 
n is the number density of the medium into which the shell expands . 
0 
6 These equations yield an age of 1.56 x 10 years for a shell of radius 156 
pcs expanding at 60 km s 
-1 
The mass loss rate required to produce such a shell is therefore : 
3 
= 1. 3 X 10 X n 
0 
There is no observational data on the true value of n - the typical 
0 
- 3 
inte rstellar density value of 0 . 1 cm may not be used as this shell was 
produced in th e interior of an already existing shell . Castor et al . 
-3 
(1975) have suggested a theoretical density of the order of 0 . 01 cm for 
the interiors of these shells which implies a mass loss rate of 1.5 x 10-
5 
-1 M yr for the maintenance of the intermediate velocity HI shell if the 
0 
-1 
stellar wind velocities are 2 , 000 km s . 
Spectral classification of the well established members of the Sco-
Cen association by Bertiau (1958) indicate that there are at least 45 stars 
in the BO to 83 range , 20% of which are luminosity classes III and IV . 
Snow and Morton (1976) , using far ultraviolet Copernicus scans have 
inv stigat d the spectra of five of these stars for evidence of mass loss ; 
-1 
stellar winds with terminal velocities between 720 and 1200 km s were 
found for three of the five stars observed , but no mass loss rates w re 
evaluated. Hutchings (1976 ) has established that mass loss rates increase 
with luminosity and in general do not vary greatly with spectral type . 
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From his empirica l relationship between mass loss rates and bolometric 
magnitude an estimate of mass loss rates for B stars in the III and IV 
luminosity class is found to be <10- 7 M yr- 1 , which implies a total mass 
0 
-6 -1 loss rate for the collective stars in the Sco-Cen association -10 M yr 
0 
This is sufficient to maintain the low velocity shell, but insufficient by 
an order of magnitude to maintain the intermediate velocity shell . 
Apart from the insufficient mass loss rates , it is difficult to 
understand how the same group of stars can produce two consecutive shells -
the second about a hundred times more energetic than the first - as the 
stars evolve out of the giant phase where the mass loss rates are highest. 
Furthermore , the apparent association of Loop I with the intermediate 
velocity HI shell must in this interpretation be coincidental unless the 
ambient interstellar density of relativistic particles combined with the 
field compression in the low velocity bubble , is sufficient to produce the 
synchrotron emission in Loop I . 
b) Supernova Model 
The possible association of Loop I with the intermediate velocity 
HI shell lends considerable support for a supernova origin. The idea that 
the galactic Loops were produced by supernovae was first suggested by 
Hanbury Brown et al . (1960) and since then theoretical and observational 
support for this interpretation has been accumulating (see Chapter 1). 
Woltjer ' s (1972) and Chevalier ' s (1974) calculations indicate that 
sup rnova remnants e nter the radiative cooling phase when the shock 
-1 
ve locity d creases to 100-200 km s . If the origin of the intermediate 
velocity HI shell is a supernova , the remnant would have entered the 
radiative cooling p hase on interaction with the low velocity III shell 
-1 
where the shock velocity was decelerated to a maximum value of 60 km s . 
The age and initial e nergy of the supernova can be estimated from 
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Chevalier ' s (1974) calculations for the radiative phase which yield: 
E 5 . 3 10-7 1.12 1.40 3 . 12 = X n V R 
0 0 
where E is the initia l energy in 1050 ergs , n is the ambient inter-
0 0 
stellar density into which the shock expands , 
-3 (cm ) , V is the shock 
-1 
v elocity in km s and R is the shell radius in parsecs. The geometry and 
total mass of the HI shell derived in Section 5 . 2 imply an average density 
-3 
of 0 . 33 cm , which, with a radius of 156 pcs , and a shock velocity of 
-1 60 km s , gives an initial energy 
and an age 
E = 3 x 1052 ergs 
0 
t = 3 . 9 x 10 5 years 
These es timates are based on a model where the supernova evolves 
through the traditional phases in a uniform medium and therefore , as this 
particular supernova may never have bee n in the adiabatic phase because of 
the conditions under which it evolved , there is a valid question as to how 
me aningful these estimates are . In the absence of a more suitable model 
they should be taken as upper limits - particularly as the value of 
d e nsity used is only that which applies to the radiative cooling phase . 
These estimates are in agreeme nt with those suggested by Cruddace 
et al . (1976) for a supernova interpretation of the X-ray emission in the 
region of the North Polar Spur . The ir observations are shown to b e consist-
e nt with the remnant having just e ntered the radiative cooling phase and 
the y place the following limits on the age of the r mnant and the energy 
of th e supernova : 
1 . 4 X 105 - 3 . 8 X 10
5 years 
1.5 x 1051 - 4.0 x 1053 ergs . 
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The true age and energy of the remnant is of course unknown because 
no theoretical model which even approaches the present situation exists , 
however , the upper limit of 3 x 1052 ergs for the energy of the supernova 
is still rather high for a single event but it is possible that such 
energetic supernova do exist in the Galaxy , but remain undetected because 
of the selection effect suggested by Ilovaisky and Lequeux (1972) which 
acts against the detection of supe rnovae with linear diameters greater 
than 30 pcs . 
Cruddace et al . (1976) also note the presence of a weak X-ray source 
JU 1439-39 close to the centre of Loop I (as derived by Salter 1970) . 
This source lies within the present limits for the theoretical centres of 
both the intermediate velocity HI shell and the non-thermal loop but 
the re is , as yet, no evidence to suggest that it is located at the same 
distanc e . 
5. 5 Optical E:mission 
The absence of optical emission associated with Loop I has long 
been a strong criticism of the supernova origin (Hanbury Brown et al . 1960) , 
particularly on comparison with the Cygnus Loop which has a comparable 
radio brightness and is e asily observed in Ha . The optical emission 
produced by an expanding shock depends essentially on the shock velocity 
and the ambient inte rstellar density into which the shock expands. Cox 
(1972) has shown that the optical emission in the Cygnus Loop can be 
-1 
r eproduced by a 100 km s shock front e xpanding into a me dium of d e nsity 
6 atms cm -3 
The region of the North Polar Spur has bee n surveyed in Ha by 
-6 -2 -1 -1 
Me aburn (1 96 7) to a limit of about 6 x 10 ergs cm sec ster No 
definite correlation of optical emission with synchrotron or HI emission 
was found although "diffuse density changes on three photographs suggested 
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the presenc of an extensive , diffuse Ha emission region covering the Spur''. 
It has been pointed out by Cruddace et al. (1976) that the expected Ha 
brightness in Loop I may be at least a factor of 100 below that of the 
Cygnus Loop because of the dependence of the intensity of optical emission 
on the cube of the shock velocity (McKee and Cowie 1975). Sofue et al. (1974) 
summarize the ratio of non-thermal and Ha emission in the North Polar Spur 
and the Cygnus Loop from the results of Davies et a l. ( 1963) as: 
( ~ ::~)) / ( ~ ::~)\ < 0 . 002 - 0 . 008 NPS / CYG LOOP 
where I(Ha ) and I(R) are the Ha and radio intensities at 240 MHz respectively. 
-3 Cox (1972) requires an interstellar density of 6 cm to reproduce 
the optical emission in the Cygnus Loop . This is sufficiently comparable 
to that in the low velocity sections of the HI shell in the region of the 
North Polar Spur to estimate the relative Ha intensities as a function of 
shock velocity alone . The ratio of densities in the low and intermediate 
velocity s ec tions of the HI shell give an estimate of the propagated shock 
velocity in the low v e locity s ct i ons , such as the region of the North 
Polar Spur . 
The d e nsity evaluated for the southern hemisphere low velocity fila-
ment , assuming a mass of 9 x 103 M (see Section 2 . 5) and a shell thickness 
0 
of 50 pcs is 7 -3 cm which is taken to be also representative of the fila-
ments in the region of the North Polar Spur . 
with 
From conservation of mome ntum: 
V = 60 km 1 
-1 
s and nl = 0.33 for the intermediate velocity 
sections of the shell and n 2 = 7 for the low velocity sections 
= 2 . 8 km 
-1 
s 
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-1 -1 
Using V = 100 km s for the Cygnus Loop and V = 2. 8 km s for the North 
Po l ar Spur , we find : 
( IHa) North Polar Spur/(IHa) Cygnus Loop - 5 = 2 X 10 
which is not only in agreement with the observations , but also suggests 
that no optical emission is expected from the low velocity sections of the 
shell because the expansion velocity is too low to produce ionization . 
In the intermediate velocity sections of the shell , if we assume 
- 1 that a 60 km s shock front is capable of producing one recombination per 
atom , the maximum emission measure from the shell , expected on a line of 
sight tangential to the inner edge of the shel l where the pathlength is 
116 pcs , is 1 2 . 6 pc 
- 6 
cm This is too low to be detected on either the Ha 
sur'vey reported in Chapter 4 (estimated limiting emission measure <so 
-6 pcs cm ) , or that of Sivan (1974) (estimated limiting emission measure 
-6 30 pcs cm ) . Unfortunately the high sensitivity Ha survey of Reynolds 
e t a 7,. (1974) 
. -6 (limiting emission measure 4 pcs cm ) does not cover any 
of the areas wh e re the intermediate velocity gas is observed . 
The conclusion drawn from the above is that the low velocity 
sections of the shell are not expected to produce any optical emission and 
that the intensity of the expected emission from the intermediate velocity 
sections of the shell is too low , because of the combination of density 
and velocity involved , to be detectable on any of the existing surveys . 
c . 6 The Prob l em of the Two Phase Medium 
In a rec nt paper , Radhakrishnan (1974) summarized the obse rvational 
evidence for the stratified distribution of the ' hot ' component of the two 
phase m dium . The results of Radhakrishnan el al . (1972) are the most 
accurate as both absorption and emission HI measurements were made allowing 
an easy s e paration of the hot component . He finds that the hot component 
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obeys a 1.34 x 1020 coseclbl variation with latitude as shown in Figure 
5 . 7 which is a reproduction of Figure 4 of Radhakrishnan (1974). 
If the expanding shell models discussed in the previous sections 
are correct, the hot component must also be swept up by the expanding shell 
and would therefore not be expected to obey a smooth coseclbl variation. 
This appears to be in direct contradiction to the observational result. 
It is difficult to understand how one component of the interstellar 
medium can be stratified with latitude when all the other components (cool 
component , continuum emission, magnetic fields and dust) are not. 
Radhakrishnan's result is based on 20 observations, the results of which are 
taken to be independent of longitude and used to produce Figure 5.7. To 
illustrate the danger of (a) ignoring longitude effects and (b) using a 
limited number of observations, the total (hot+ cool component) column 
densities of the emission profiles observed by Radhakrishnan (1972) are 
plotted against latitude in Figure 5.8 and fitted with a 2.4 x 1020 
coseclbl curve. This fit to the total column density is not as good as 
the 1.34 x 1020 coseclbl fit to the hot component but it is nonetheless a 
very misleading result in view of the total sky distribution of HI column 
density shown in Figure 2.2 which is based on some 155,000 observations. 
Of the 20 sources used by Radhakrishnan, 11 are in the direction of 
the expanding HI shell . If we assume that the hot component had an average 
density n before it was swept up into a shell of outer radius 156 pcs, 
0 
thickness 52 pcs and density n1 , the resultant contributions to the 
observed column density can be evaluated from the following simple geometric 
considerations: 
FIGURE 5.7 
Plot of the integrated HI column density of the 'hot ' 
or optically thin component as a function of the absolute value 
of galactic latitude and fitted with a cosecant curve from 
Radhakrishnan (1974). 
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FIGURE 5.8 
Plot of the total HI column density in the direction 
of the 20 sources used by Radhakrishnan (1974), as a function 
of the absolute value of galactic latitude and fitted with a 
cosecant curve. 
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R = Outer radius of the shell= 156 pcs 
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The density n 1 in the shell is given by 
or 
n 
0 
= 1.42 
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170 pcs 
The original pathlength through the sphere was 2L, which gave an original 
column density N . = 2Ln . 
H orig 0 
The new pathlength through the shell is 2(L - 1) which gives a new 
co lumn density NH 
ne w 
2(L - l)n
1 
2 . 84(L - l)n
0 
It follows that the difference in the observed column density due to 
the presence of the shell is simply: 
= 2.84(L - l)n - 2 Ln 
0 0 
= 2 n (0.42 L - 1.421) for 8 ~ sin-l r 
o D and clearly 
= 2 n (0.42 L) 
0 
-1 
for sin __B_ ~ 8 ~ . -l r 
0 ~ ~ sin 0 
or, in terms of an unknown scale: 
and 
ANH 
--= 
2 n 
0 
--::; 
2 n 
0 
where L = (R2 
R, = (r2 
0.42 L - 1.421 
0.42 L 
2 ~ 
a ) 
for 8 ~ 3 7. 71 o 
for 37.71° ~ 8 ~ 66.58° 
o2 sin28)1:i and 
o2 sin28)1:i 
e is the complex angle defined by 
-1 8 = cos (sinb. sinb + cosb cosb cos(i . - R, )) 
C C C C 
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where R, and b are the longitude and latitude of the centre of the shell, 
C C 
' 
in this case, 322.5° and 20.0° respectively. 
The resultant contributions from the shell to the observed column 
density in terms of n are plotted as a function of 8 in Figure 5.9, which 
0 
shows the expected depletion towards the centre of the shell and the 
enhancement past the critical angle of 35.04°. If we now assume that the 
-3 initial density n had an average value of 0.1 atms cm , this function can 
0 
'10 -2 
be conve rted into units of 10 .... atms cm (right hand scale) as shown by 
the dashed curve in Figure 5.9. Also shown to the same scale are the 
observed deviations for the 11 sources in the direction of the shell from 
the 1.32 coseclbl fit of Radhakrishnan (1974). 
FIGURE 5.9 
Contributions to the observed column density due to 
the presence of the HI shell (a) terms of an unknown density 
(left hand scale) and (b) assuming a space density of 0.1 cm-
3
, 
as a function of angular distance 8 from the centre of the 
shell. 
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The detail e d results for these sources are summarized in Table 5.3, 
the columns of which contain the following information: 
Column l: Source name 
2 and 3: Source position in longitude and latitude 
4: 
5: 
6 : 
7: 
8: 
The angle subtended by the source to the direction of 
the centre of the shell 
Radhakrishnan ' s (1972) observed column densities for the 
hot component 
The column density predicted by a 1 . 32 cosec lbl variation 
The deviation of the observed column density from the 
theoretical value 
The shell contribution to the observed column density 
It can be seen from either Figure 5 . 9 or Table 5.3 that the errors 
produced by the presence of the shell are in all cases very much smaller 
than the observational errors . The average observed deviation from the 
1.32 coseclbl fit for the 11 sources is 0 .73 x 1020 atms cm- 2 while that 
20 -2 
expected from the shell is only 0.21 x 10 atms cm . This would suggest 
that considerable large scale irregularities of the above type could exist 
in the interstellar medium without significantly affecting Radhakrishnan's 
(1974) result. 
It is conc luded therefore that (a) more observations are necessary 
before any conclusions can b e drawn about the stratified nature of the hot 
component and that (b) the results so far presented do not contradict the 
xpanding sh 11 mode l. 
TABLE 5 . 3 
Source £ b e NH x 10 20 
3C 327 12 .5 37 . 9 46 . 6 2 . 2 
3C 353 21. 2 19 . 6 54 . 9 4.4 
Her A 23 .2 28 .9 55.3 3 . '0 
3C 270 281. 8 67 . 4 53 . 9 0 . 9 
M 87 283.8 74.5 58 . 3 0.8 
0410- 75 289 . 0 
-3 6 .1 64 . 4 3 . 2 
3C 273 290 . 0 64 .4 49.4 0 . 6 
Cen A 309 . 5 19 . 4 12 . 2 3 . 2 
2152- 69 321. 3 -40.7 60 . 7 2 . 2 
1610-60 325 . 3 
- 7 . 2 27 . 3 7 . 2 
1814-63 330 . 9 - 20 . 8 41. 6 2 .9 
1. 34 AN H 
coseclb l (obs) 
2 .2 0 . 0 
4 . 0 +0 . 4 
2 . 8 +0 . 2 
1. 5 - 0 . 6 
1. 4 - 0 .6 
2 . 3 +0 . 9 
1. 5 - 0 . 9 
4 . 0 - 0 . 8 
2 . 1 +0 . 1 
10.7 -3 . 5 
3 . 8 -0 . 9 
AN H 
+0.24 
+0 . 18 
+0 . 17 
+0 . 19 
+0 . 15 
+0 . 07 
+0 . 22 
- 0 . 45 
+0 . 12 
- 0 . 25 
+0 . 27 
I-' 
u, 
O'I 
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5. 7 Summary 
It has been shown that the low and interrnediat velocity HI fila-
ments which follow the direction of the local magnetic field lines in the 
longitude range 240° ~ t ~ 40° may be unders t ood in t erms of a compl e x 
expanding HI shell which is centred in the Sco- Cen association of B stars . 
Weave r (1977) suggests that the most mass ive part of this shel l 
6 -1 ( - 10 M) is expanding at 3 km s and was produced by ste llar winds from 
0 
the collective stars of the Sco- Cen association, acting generally in the 
manner predicted by Castor , McCre a and Weaver (197 5 ). In his interpr eta-
tion the longitudinal magnetic field was trapped in the gas and drawn out 
into a bubble by the expanding shell , the r e by explaining the alignme nt of 
the low velocity HI filaments with the local magnetic fi e ld. 
The intermediate velocity filaments in this region have also been 
0 
shown to be part of an HI shell centred in the dire ction t = 322 . 5 , 
b = +20° at a distance of 170 + 15 pcs . This shell has an es timated 
radius of 156: 4 pcs , a thickness of about 52 pcs , a density of - 0 . 33 
-3 -1 
cm and an expansion velocity of 60 + 5 km s The centre of the 
inte rmediate velocity shell is close to, but not coincident with, the 
centre of the Sco-Cen association (t = 330°, b = +15°, d = 170 pcs , 
[All en 197 3 )) , which We aver suggests is also the centre of the low velocity 
shell. It was noted howeve r, that because th e paramete rs of the inter-
mediate velocity shell had to be determined using only about l /20 th of the 
shell surface , they may not b e absolutely correct . 
The an ticorrelation of pos ition and HI surface density of the low 
and intermediate velocity filame nts, and the alignment of both with the 
direction of the local magnetic field, is bes t explained by a mode l whi ch 
implies that what is observed as part of an interme diate ve locity shell , 
may in fact be the l ess de ns por tion s of the 'original low ve loci ty s hell 
which have been accelerated into the inte rme diate v e locity range by a 
second shock front. 
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Two origins for the intermediate velocity shell have been consider-
ed : 
(1) Mass loss from the Sco-Cen association . 
(2) A supernova . 
The l atter interpretation is preferred for the following reasons: 
(a) The estimated total mass loss from the Sco-Cen association is too 
l ow by an order of magnitude to maintain the intermediate velocity shell. 
(b) It is difficult to understand how the same group of stars can 
produce two consecutive shells , the second about a hundred times more 
energetic than the first , as the stars evolve out of the giant phase 
where mass loss rates are highest . 
(c) It has been suggested that the agreement between the centres, 
angular radii and distance estimates for Loop I and the intermediate 
velocity shell implies a causal relationship between the two . 
Berkhuijsen (1973) has shown that the continuum emission in Loop I yields 
a reasonable fit to the empirical flux-diameter relationship for supernova 
6 
remnants and suggests that Loop I may be a very old (- 10 yrs) supernova 
remnant . 
(d) The estimated upper limit for the energy of the supernova event 
20 
required to produce the intermediate velocity shell is 3 x 10 ergs. 
This estimate is consistent with that derived by Cruddace et al . (1976) 
in a supernova interpretation of the X-ray emission in the North Polar 
Spur . 
(e) The lack of optical emission associated with Loop I may be a 
consequence of the combination of densities and velocities encountered 
in the shell. 
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CHAPTER 6 
C O N C L U S I O N S 
Large scale structures in high latitude galactic radio emission 
were apparent as far back as 1950 (Bolton and Westfold 1950) . The fact 
that their distances were unknown was reflected in the range of theories 
advanced for their interpretation which included radio emission from: 
(1) The Local Supergalaxy (Kraus and Ko 1953; Hanbury Brown and 
Hazard 1953 ). 
(2) The Galactic Corona (Mills 1958) . 
(3) Interarm links (Hanbury Brown et al . 1960). 
(4) Bubbles in the magnetic field (Large et al . 1962) ; and 
(5) Supernova remnants (Hanbury Brown et al . 1960 ; Large et al . 1962) . 
The fact that the most prominent of these spurs or Loops projected 
as small circles on the sky (Large et al . 1962; Quig l ey and Haslam 1965) 
effectively destroye d all theories except (4) and (5) , and suggested that 
the Loops we re at least galactic in origin and probably located within a 
few hundred parsecs of the Sun . Studies of the galactic magnetic field 
from optical and radio polarization and Faraday rotation showed that 
these Loops were reflected in the structure of the local magnetic field 
(Mathewson 1968), and optical polarization data finally placed the North 
Polar Spur section of Loop I at a distance of 100 + 20 pcs (Bingham 1967; 
Math wson 1968 ) . 
Th e association of an e xcess of low velocity or local HI with Loop 
I was pointed out by Berkhuijen et al . (1971) , Fejes and Wesselius (1973) 
and lle il sand Jenkins (197 6 ), all of whom regarded the association as 
evid nee for a supernova origin of Loop I. This origin was also supported 
by : 
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(1) A shell model for the distribution of continuum emission and radio 
po l arization in Loop I , which yielded a reasonable fit to the observations 
(Spoelstra 1972) . 
(2) The detection of a soft X-ray spur coincident with the North Polar 
Spur (Bunner et al . 1972), and a subsequent model for this X-ray 
emission which implied an o l d , energetic supernova remnant (Cruddace et 
al . 1976) ; and 
(3) The fact that the Loops conform to the empirical flux-diameter 
r e lationship for supernova remnants (Berkhuijse n 1973). 
Howe ver , Weaver (1977), from an extensive study of the low v e locity 
filaments in the region of Loop I , concluded that they were not causally 
6 
relate d to Loop I , but were part of a massive (-10 M) HI shell produced 
0 
by mass loss from the co l lective stars of the Sco- Cen association . 
-1 This shell i s expanding at 3 km s , has a radius of approx . 160 pcs , an 
estimated thickness of - 40 pcs and has as its centre the centre of the 
Sco-Cen association ; t = 330° , b = +15° , d = 170 pcs (Allen 1973 ). 
Neutral hydrogen observations from the southern hemisphere , 
presented in this thesis , suggest the existence of a second expanding shell 
in Sco-Cen which is currently interacting with the low velocity bubble. 
This second she ll has an estimated mass of approx. 10 4 M, an expansion 
0 
-1 
velocity of 60 + 5 km s , a radius of 156 ~ 4 pcs , a thickness of -52 
pcs and is also centred in the Sco-Cen association at t = 322 . 5° + 3°, 
b = +20° + 3° at a distance of 170 + 15 pcs . The suggested interpretation 
of this s h 11 , a supernova r mnant , has b n shown to b e consistent with 
continuum emission , X-ray emission , optical and radio polarization and 
optical emission. 
No such clear picture unfolds for Loop II and Loop III , both of 
which e m rge from the galactic plane in the longitude range 70° ~ t ~ 160° 
(Fig . 5 . 3) . This longitude range is dominated in HI by intermediate 
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negative velocity gas which (a ) appears to be partaking in differential 
rotation and (b) extends to very high latitudes (Fig . 2 . 3) . This apparent 
positional correlation of HI with Loops II and III would at first suggest 
that these Loops may be situated in a distant spiral arm , located accord-
ing to the HI velocities at 1- 4 kpc from the Sun. If these Loops are 
inherently the same as Loop I this theory would appear to be qualitatively 
supported by the fact that these Loops have smaller angular diameters than 
Loop I , which is known to be nearby . 
However , (1) no definite correlation of HI with Loop II has yet 
been established and (2) Weaver (1977) finds correlation of both positive 
a nd negative velocity gas with Loop III . The correlation of positive 
-1 
velocity gas with Loop III occurs in the velocity range 5 ~ V ~ 25 km s 
and appears quite convincing although not indicative of an expanding 
shell . The negative velocity picture in the region of Loop III is con-
fused by the presence of very large scale HI emission at high latitudes, 
- 1 particularly for velocities above - 40 km s In the velocity range 
-1 
-40 ~ V ~ -20 km s there is an apparent correlation of HI with Loop III 
but it is not at all clear where the velocity demarcation should be made . 
It was suggested in Section 2 . 6b that the very high (b > 50°) latitude 
negative velocity gas in the longitude range 90° ~ i ~ 240° may be part 
of a collapsing interstellar bubble which was produced by Gould ' s Belt . 
Th i s theory , which is based primari l y on the observed infall of HI from 
both galactic poles , predicts lower observed negative velocities as one 
moves to lower latitudes ; therefore , we must also allow for the possibility 
that the lower negative velocity gas observed in the region of Loop III 
may not be r lated to Loop III at all but may simply be infall from the 
Gou l d Belt bubble . The negative velocity picture in this region is even 
more confused by the presence of emission from distant spiral arms even if , 
admittedly , it is confined to lower l atitudes . 
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The correlation of positive velocity gas with Loop III suggests 
that it is not partaking in galactic rotation and therefore might be a 
local feature. This is to some extent supported by the fact that Loop III 
conforms to the empircial E-D relationship for supernova remnants if it 
is located at a distance of -150 pcs , and likewise Loop III fits the E-D 
relationship at a distance of -110 pcs (Berkhuijsen 1973) . These distance 
estimates used by Berkhuijsen were essentially based on model fitting of 
the non-thermal emission and radio polarization in the Loops by Spoelstra 
(1972) who used Van der Laan's (1962) model of a shell expanding in a 
uniform interstellar medium . (It should be noted that this model has been 
criticised (e . g . Milne 1970) for its inability to reproduce high surface 
brightness supernova (e.g. Cas A) . ) 
Spoelstra ' s (1972) models for Loops II and III are not exactly in 
excellent agreement with the observational results; in both cases the 
radio polarization r esults predicted by the model are at variance with 
those observed , and the predicted distribution of the continuum emission 
in Loop II finds little support in the observed distribution. On the 
other hand, Spoelstra ' s model for Loop I, which admittedly is not a 
perfect fit to the observations , is nonetheless a far better fit than 
those for Loops II and III, and is in excellent agreement with the model 
derived for the intermediate velocity HI in Loop I in Section 5 . 2 . The 
only minor disagreement between these two models is the distance to the 
centre of Loop I; Spoelstra predicts a distance of 115 + 35 pcs while the 
HI mod 1 impli s a distance of 170 + 15 pcs. 
The absence of local stellar associations in the direction of the 
centres of Loops II and III, which might hav e produced interstellar 
bubbl s tends to support the supernova origin unl ess these associations 
did exist and have since faded . This possibility is highly unlikely 
becaus e the angular extent of Loops II and III , if they are located at 
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distanc s of -150 pcs , implies that they are younger than Loop I and 
therefore the associations s hould be less than 107 years old and easily 
visible so close to the Sun . 
While the supernova origin of Loops II and III seems at present the 
most plausible , it invokes the existence of three supernovae within 200 
pcs of the Sun . The presence of three supernovae within this volume 
wou l d be consistent with an outburst rate for the Galaxy of one event every 
30 years if the ages of the remnants are -5 x 105 years . However , this 
estimate is based on the occurrence of ' normal ' supernovae and this type 
of calculation is relatively meaningless until statistics on the frequency 
of more energetic supernovae become available. In all probability , the 
outburst rate for these more energetic supernova will be significantly 
less than one very 30 years and therefore the ages of the Loops will be 
substantially increased ; in such an event the maintenance of the shell 
structures of the Loops will be difficult to explain . 
A number of other shell structures are apparent in the Galaxy . 
Apart from the HI shells associated with Loop I , there are at least four 
other expanding shells within 500 pcs of the Sun. Sancisi (1974) dis-
covere d expanding HI shells in Per 082 and Seo 082, Heiles (1976) 
det cted an expanding HI shell in the direction of Ori 081 and Reynolds 
(1976a,b) suggested that most of the emission in the Gum Nebula is also 
confined to an expanding shell. 
It has also been suggested in this thesis that the infall of 
ne utral hydrog e n observed around the Galactic Poles may be a collapsing 
interstellar bubble produced by mass loss from the collective stars of 
Gould ' s Belt. In addition , there is the expanding ring of HI observed 
near th e c ntre of Gould ' s Belt (Lindblad et al . 1973; Weaver 1974) . 
Such a high concentration of bubbles in the local region of the 
Galaxy would be highly suspicious in the absence of supporting evidence 
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of a more ubiquitons distribution. There is evidence of such a distribu-
tion: Brand and Zealey (1975) have collated a total of 28 shell structures 
within 2.3 kpc of the Sun which are apparent either in optical emission, 
dust distribution, non-thermal emission or neutral hydrogen. Two other 
expanding HI shells within 3 kpc of the Sun are associated with HB 21 
(Assonsa and Erkes 1973) and W 44 (Knapp and Kerr 1974a). 
Shell structures in the Magellanic Clouds have been known for a 
long time. Perhaps the most remarkable example is that discussed by 
Westerlund and Mathewson (1966) which is -1 kpc in diameter. The northern 
half of this shell forms an HI loop apparent in the results of McGee and 
Milton (1964), while the southern part is defined by an arc of blue stars. 
A beautiful example in the LMC is N 70, a photograph of which is 
presented in Figure 6.1 courtesy of Don Mathewson. The left hand photo-
graph is in the light of Ha+ [NII] and the right hand photograph is in 
the light of [s II]. The fact that the object is observed in [S II] 
suggests the presence of cool dense regions which are known to be formed 
behind shock fronts and thus indicates that N 70 is expanding at super-
sonic v e locities into the interstellar medium. In addition, there is a 
concentration of bright stars at the centre of the shell which are not 
foreground stars but belong to the LMC (Mathewson, private communication). 
It may therefore be another interstellar bubble produced by mass loss in 
the manner predicted by Castor , McCray and Weaver (1975). There are 
numerous other optical rings in the Magellanic Clouds (Davie s et al. 1976) 
some of which have been investigated by Lasker (1977) who finds that they 
have typical expansion velocities of 20-30 km s-1 . He suggests that the 
observations so far do not enable a distinction to be made between a mass 
loss or supernova origin . Hayward (1964 ) has found rings with diameters 
ranging from 100-5,000 pcs in the galaxie s M 31, M 32, M 51, M 74 ar.d M 101. 
Perhaps one of the most intriguing aspects of these bubbles is that 
FIGURE 6.1 
Photographs of N 70 in the light of Ha+ [NII] (left) 
and [S II] (right) . 
l
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some are visible in optical emission while others are not , and some are 
produced by supernovae while others are produced by mass loss from early 
type stars . 
The theorie s for the production of interstellar bubbles by stellar 
wi nds and supernovae are essentially the same , with the result that it is 
very difficult to distinguish observationally between the two . There is 
at least some evidence to suggest that the bubbles produced by supernovae 
have a non-thermal spectrum in radio continuum emission, for example , 
Loop I , HB 21 and W 44 , while those produced by stellar winds may have a 
thermal spectrum, for example , N 70 is thought to have a thermal spectrum 
(Mathewson , private communication) , and there are other rings in the LMC 
(e.g. DEM* 25 , 26 , 47 , 138 , 301) which should be apparent in the 408 MHz 
survey of Clarke et al . (1976) if they conform to the empirical L-D 
relationship for supernovae remnants in the LMC (Mathewson and Clarke 
1973) , but are not. Another interest ing point is that all known SNR in 
the Magellan ic Clouds do not have stellar associations inside their shells , 
whereas some of the other shells do have stellar associations . 
Lasker (1977) has investigated some of these shel l s in the LMC and 
-1 
finds they are expanding with typical v e locities of 20-30 km s . In all 
cases , h e finds [S II ] of comparable strength to Ha and while strong 
[S II ] has traditionally been regarded as evidence of a supernova , Lasker 
points out that the observations so far , do not enable a distinction 
to be made between the two possible origins . 
The radio spectrum of the Gum Nebula (Alexander et al . 1971) is 
non-thermal with a thermal component . This may indicate a stellar wind/ 
-1 
supernova combination which is not unreasonable in view of the 2 , 700 km s 
stellar wind velocity observed for s Pup (Morton 1976) and th e presence 
* Davies , Elliot and Meaburn (1976) . 
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of th Vela supernova remnant which is at least in the direction, if not 
within the boundary of the Gum Nebula (Gott and Ostriker 1971). 
It was shown in Chapter 5 that whether or not optical emission 
will be present depends on the combination of shock velocity and ambient 
interstellar density. Furthermore , in some cases (e.g. the Gum Nebula) 
ionization of the shell from ultraviolet radiation may be one additional 
factor. 
The phenomenon of interstellar bubbles, whether they are produced 
by mass loss or supernova remnants, is very widespread and as such has 
major implications in the dynamics of the interstellar medium. For 
instance, the observed dynamics of interstellar bubbles collated in this 
thesis suggests the following qualitative cyclical process for stars and 
gas : 
(1) The high mass loss stars , preferably in associations , blow huge 
gaseous bubbles of diameters up to 1 kpc in the interstellar medium . 
The magnetic field in the region becomes highly compressed and, if the 
ambient density of relativistic electrons is high enough , may be a source 
of continuum emission . Whether or not the bubble will be apparent in 
optical emission depends largely on the shock velocity and the density of 
the medium into which the bubble expands . If the stellar environment has 
a high dust concentration, which tends to be the case in regions of star 
formation , the swept up dust will promote the formation of molecular 
hydrogen; (this high dust and H2 concentration inherently implies that 
th re can be no such thing as a gas/dust ratio which is constant for all 
regions of the Galaxy). The hot (- 106 K) interior of the shell will be a 
source of X-ray emission which may cause ionization of the H2 (Castor , 
McCrea and Weav r 1975) which in turn may lead to the formation of a 
larg e variety of molecules (Watson 19 75; Herbst and Klemperer 1975). 
When the expans ion velocities of these bubbles fall to some 
critical value, probably in the range 1 to 10 km s-l depending on their 
mass and density , these bubbles will collapse and fall back to the 
ga l actic plane u nde r the grav itational force . 
(3) The collision of the down flowing material compresses the gas 
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and promotes the formation of clouds with subsequent gravitational collapse 
t o form stars . 
(4) These new born stars , in a phoenix-like fashion produce an e xpand-
ing bubble simi l ar to t hat from which they evolved . 
An i n teresting detour in this cycle, which appears to find some 
basis in observation is that stars may form while the shell is still 
expanding. This theory was first applied to supernova shells by Opik 
.. (1953 ) and subsequent l y by Scancisi (1974). Ogelman and Maran (1976) 
used it as a method of producing r egenerative expanding OB associations. 
'l'hey quote as evidence for this process the presenc e of O and B stars in 
the Ori-Gem Loop (Berkhuijsen 1974) and the expanding HI shells detected 
by Scancisi (1974) within the Per 082 and Seo 082 associations . This 
cycle is schematically illustratc d · below . 
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One of the more recen t problems concerning the interstellar medium 
is the heating mecha n ism required to produce the 105 - 106 °K component 
which is thought to be the o rigin of O VI absorption lines (Rogerson et 
al . 1973 ; Jenkins and Meloy 1974 ; York 1974) and diffuse soft X- ray 
emission (Williamson et al . 1974) . Spitzer (1956) suggested that either 
supernovae or mass l oss from early type stars might be sufficient to 
maintain a galactic corona at T = 106 °Kand n = 10- 3 cm- 3 and Kafatos 
H 
6 0 (1 973) has shown that the coo l ing time for a plasma at T = 10 Kand 
n = 10- 3 cm- 3 is of the order of 108 years . Cox and Smith (1974) have 
e 
suggested that a supernova rate of the order of 1 per 50 years in the 
Ga l axy is sufficient to generate and maintain a mesh of interconnected 
tunnels containing hot, low density gas . This tunnel system , they suggest , 
- 2 -3 6 o 
wou l d haven < 10 cm and T - 10 K. 
The concentration of interstellar bubbles in the solar neighbour-
hood implies a rate of bubble formation in the Galaxy of one event every 
370 l.. f . 6 year~ we assume these bubbles can be maintained for 10 years. 
If , as th evidence suggests , these bubbles have comparab l e energies to 
supernovae remnants so 51 (10 - 10 ergs) they can contribu te a significant 
fraction of the energy imparted by supernova remnants to the interstellar 
medium . 
To sum up , the structure of the local spiral arm has been 
investigated within a 500 pcs radius of the Sun using a wide range of 
observations of the various constituents of spiral arms , - stars , gas , 
dust and magn tic fields . The observations have included : HI emission , 
Ha emission , optica l and radio polarization , radio continuum emission , 
optical interstellar absorption , and X-ray emission . The main result of 
this inv stigation has been that the interstellar medium consists largely 
of interstel l ar bubb l es of a variety of dimensions , most of which have 
been produced by mass loss from early type stars. In short , this thesis 
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strongly suggests a new look at the planes of spiral galaxies . 
No longer should we think of Galactic Planes as ordered , stratified 
layers of HI moving in sedate rotation about the galactic centre , but 
rather as a ' cosmic bubble bath ' forever expanding and collapsing with 
direct coupling of energy between the newly formed stars and the medium 
from which they evolved . 
APPENDIX 1 
DETECTION OF AN INTERSTELLAR 
ABSORPTION LINE 
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For an interstellar absorption line to be detected it must satisfy 
two conditions (Habing 1966) . 
(1) The equivalent width w,\ should exceed 16 ~-
(2) The optical depth at the centre of the line T ~ 0 . 11. 
0 
The empirical relation of Howard e t al . (1963) may be used to 
derive the + . Ca /H ratio , i.e . 
+ - 8 
NCa = 0 . 81 x 10 a NH (1) 
This relation was derived from a comparison of a large number of optical 
absorption lines a nd HI emission profiles . In eqn . 1 a is a factor 
which varies from one cloud to another and has a range of values 
0.04 < a< 1 with an average <a>= 0.14 . 
20 - 2 For N = 1. 5 x 10 atms cm , eqn . 1 gives 
H 
+ 12 12 -2 NCa = 1.2 x 10 a= 0 . 17 x 10 cm for a 0.14 . 
Following Habing (1966) this gives a value for the optical depth at the 
centre of the Ca Kline 
T = 5 . 0 a/b 
0 
(2) 
+ 
where b is the velocity dispersion of the Ca ions. As the beam size of 
a radio telescope is much larger than the angular diameter of the star it 
follows that 
+ b(Ca) ~ b(HI) 
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Th intermediate velocity III features ·n the southern hemisphere 
-1 
have a reldLive ly cons tant value of 20 km s for their velocity halfwidths 
(i. e . width at half maximum). This implies a velocity dispersion of 8.5 
-1 
km s . Inserting this va lue in eqn. 2 we get for the optical depth 
T ~ 0 . 08 
0 
which does not satisfy criterion 1 above unless the velocity dispersion of 
+ -1 
the Ca ions is l ess than 6.4 km s which is too low for the velocity 
r esolution of the spectrograph. 
The resolution of the spectrograph is given by 
where R is the resolution of the photographic plate (0.015 ~ R ~ 0.020 
o mm-1 
mm) and K is th e linear reciprocal dispe rsion in A The coude 
0 -1 
spectrograph was used at 6 . 7 A mm , which implies a resolution of 
o -1 0.10 ~ 6A ~ 0 . 134 A or a velocity resolution of 7.6 ~ 6V ~ 10.2 km s 
at the Ca Kline. 
The minimum HI column d ensity required to produce an observable 
. l d . f' . . 1 . 1 8 1020 - 2 line whose optica epth satis ies criterion is . x atms cm 
The equivale nt width WA is given by (Habing 1966) 
= b A 
C 0 
where c is the velocity of light and 
0 
is the wavelength at the 
centre of the line (3933 . 664 for the Ca Kline). For 
~ 15.80 
-1 
b = 8.5 km s and T ~ 0.08 
0 
which is just b e low th detection limit required by criterion 2 . 
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Conclusion 
20 -2 An HI cloud with a co l umn density l ess than 1 . 5 x 10 atms cm 
is not expected to produce an observable interstellar Ca Kline . 
APPENDIX 2 
E X P A N D I N G S H E L L M O D E L C A L C U L A T I O N S 
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FIGURE 1 
Take a sphere in space expanding with a uniform velocity V and 
= Distance from the observer to the centre of the sphere 
= Distance to the intersection of the line of sight with 
then ar edge 
= Distance to the intersection of the line of sight with 
the far edge 
= Galactic longitude of centre 
= Galactic latitude of centre 
Radius of sphere 
17 4 
Need to calculate : 
(1 ) The projection of the edge of the sphere on the sky in galactic 
coordinates . 
(2) The distances to the points of intersection of a given line of 
sight defined in i and b . 
(3 ) The observed radial velocities at these points. 
1. Projec tion 
From Figure 1 the edge of the sphere is defined by 
sine= 
r 
s 
R 
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where e is a complex angle in i and band is defined by spherical tri-
gonometry as 
case = sinb sinb + cosb cosb cos(i - i) 
C C C 
The projection of the edge in Galactic coordinates is then defined by 
r = 
0 
r = 
s 
2 
r 
s 
r = 
0 
rol = 
r = 
o2 
where cas e 
sinb sinb + cosb cosb 
C C 
2. Di t ances 
R + r 
s 
r - R 
0 
2 2 R case r + R - 2 r 
0 0 
R case ± ~ 4 
2 2 
2 R cos e - 4(R 
R case - ~ R
2 (cos 2e - 1) + 
R case + ~ R
2 (cos28 - 1) + 
cos( i - i) 
C 
r/1 / , 2 -
2 
r 
s 
2 
r 
s 
sinb sinb + cosb cosb cos(i - i ) . 
C C C 
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3. Radial Velocities 
The observed radial velocity from a point P on the · surface of the 
sphere is given by 
V = V x r 
obs o 
where r is a unit vector a l ong the line of sight and V is the expansion 
0 
velocity of the sphere 
V = V x r = (V r + V r + V r )xlvl/lr I 
obs o x ox y oy z oz o 
Since V has the same direction as the radius r 
s 
V 
obs 
V 
r r 
0 S 
[ r r + r r + r r ] 
SX OX sy oy sz oz 
r r - R 
S 0 
r = r cosb cos£, 
ox 0 
r r cosb sin£, 
oy o 
r = r sinb 
oz 0 
R = R cosb cost 
X C C 
R = R cosb sin£. y C C 
R = R sinb 
z C 
r = r - R = r cosb cost - R cosb 
SX ox X 0 
r = r - R = r cosb sin£. - R cosb 
sy oy y 0 
r r - R = r sinb - R sinb 
sz oz z 0 C 
V [r R [cosb cos£ cosb cost V -
obs r 0 C 
s 
+ cosb sin£, cosb sin£, 
C 
+ sinb sinb ] ] 
C 
cost 
C 
sin£ 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
where 
The two obse rved velocities v1 , v2 at a give n £ and bare 
V = 1 
V 
r 
s 
V 
r 
s 
[r
01 
- RX] 
[r 
02 
- RX] 
X = cosb cos£ c osb cos £ + cosb sin£ cosb sin£ + sinb sinb 
C C C C C 
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